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Abstract 
FINITE ELEMENT HEAT EXCHANGER SIMULATION WITHIN 
A NEWTON-RAPHSON FRAMEWORK 
Derek Scott Harshbarger, M.S. 
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2000 
C. W. Bullard, Advisor 
This report describes a method that allows finite element solutions to be simply 
implemented within a Newton-Raphson (NR) solution. The ACRC air conditioner system 
simulation model has been modified to accurately simulate complex heat exchangers and 
expansion devices using a finite element method. 
The system simulation model solves a set of governing equations simultaneously to 
determine a solution. The NR algorithm allows input and output variables to be interchanged at 
the user's discretion. For example, the system COP can be specified and the refrigerant charge 
determined. 
Because the NR algorithm requires accurate initial guesses for all output variables, 
practical execution can be cumbersome and frustrating for the user. The method detailed in this 
report allows the programmer to construct a simulation within a NR framework that requires 
fewer initial guesses. This method has been applied to the simulation of complex heat 
exchangers within the system simulation program. 
A finite element method has been used to capture the physics of multiple tube banks, or 
slabs, in the airflow direction. Finite element solutions for the condenser and evaporator have 
been implemented together with the traditional simulations of the remaining components. 
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1.1 Background 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The ACRC air conditioner system simulation model was developed by Mullen et at. 
(1998). Instead of solving the equations with a successive substitution algorithm, the ACRC 
solver utilizes a Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve the governing equations simultaneously. 
The solver allowed the input parameters and output variables to be interchanged without the need 
to reprogram the model. 
Recently, the system simulation model was improved by Andrade and Bullard (1999). 
Equations were added that allowed the simulation of split type alc units in addition to the 
window units. hnprovements were made to the evaporator heat and mass transfer equations, 
implementing a study by Kirby, Bullard and Dunn (1998). Equations simulating sensible and 
latent loads of a house were also added, to simulate the system's ability to reduce indoor 
humidity for a given set of outdoor conditions and air infiltration rates. 
1.2 Motivation 
The system simulation model has proved an accurate and sophisticated design tool. 
However, the program had two prominent limitations. Modem and future heat exchanger 
designs were exposing the limitations with the conventional modeling techniques. This became 
apparent when Kirkwood and Bullard (1999) modified the model to simulate microchannel heat 
exchanger geometries in a multizone framework, where a finite element approach would have 
been more appropriate. Additionally, for the ACRC solver to calculate a solution, accurate 
initial guesses must be known for each output variable. Many initial guesses were required, 
sometimes for obscure values, which caused great burden on the user. Furthermore, sponsoring 
companies were expressing interest in individual component models. With a large set of 
interrelated equations, component simulations were difficult to isolate and export from the 
system simulation program. 
To address these limitations, a new structure was implemented into the system simulation 
model. Finite element solutions of the heat exchangers were developed for the condenser and 
evaporator. The finite element structure allows the simulation of complex geometries that were 
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not possible with conventional methods. The finite element solutions were integrated into the 
system model in a manner that reduced the number of required initial guesses and therefore, the 
burden on the user. 
To further the capabilities ofthe model, a modular structure was adopted. Using a 
structure similar as TRNSYS (Klein et at., 1976), each component in the system is solved in a 
self-contained manner. Therefore, each component simulation can easily be isolated and/or 
integrated into a simultaneous set of system-level equations. 
1.3 Scope 
Chapter 2 of this report details the single component aspects of the new algorithm. The 
mathematics ofthe new algorithm is discussed in a general framework, along with the process of 
interfacing a sequential simulation within a Newton-Raphson solution. Chapter 3 explains the 
mechanics and implementation ofthe new algorithm for systems containing multiple 
components. Chapter 4 discusses the finite element heat exchanger models. Aspects such as 
Heat exchanger configuration, element solutions, and program structure are explained. 
Appendix A concisely explains the new algorithm in a compact mathematical framework. 
Appendix B contains the FORTRAN element solutions used in the heat exchanger simulations. 
The last two appendices document separate independent analyses that applied the model 
to answer specific questions. Appendix C provides a discussion on the differences between 
refrigerant-22 and refrigerant-41OA in humidity removal performance. Appendix D explores 
second-law analysis of alc systems. Individual components are analyzed to determine the fate of 
destroyed availability. The process of humidity removal is also described in terms of 
availability. 
2 
Chapter 2 
Component model description 
The traditional Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm is attractive for simulation of thermal 
systems for several reasons. Most notably, users can interchange input and output variables at 
their discretion. This feature has proved very valuable in the study of various alc systems and 
components (Mullen et al. 1998). However, the NR algorithm requires the user to provide 
accurate initial guesses for all output variables in order to ensure convergence. For many 
obscure output variables, this proved extremely difficult and frustrating. Reducing the number 
of required initial guesses is therefore an important goal in the development of the next 
generation of the system simulation program. 
Another desirable feature would be the ability to simulate modem heat exchanger 
designs, particularly brazed exchangers that have complex circuiting. Additionally, a design tool 
to simulate heat exchangers consisting of multiple slabs in the airflow direction is desired. A 
finite element method of solving these types of heat exchangers was selected to cope with the 
complex geometry. However, a finite element algorithm is not easy to implement within a NR 
algorithm. The finite element method solves a large system by dividing it into many small 
segments. Conventional implementation ofthis type of solution within a NR algorithm would 
require accurate initial guesses for thermodynamic state variables in each small segment, 
imposing a great burden on the user. 
This chapter describes a modeling technique that 1) allows the simulation of complex 
heat exchanger designs while maintaining the interchangeability of the inputs and outputs; and 2) 
reduces the burden on the user to provide many initial guesses. A further advantage of this 
algorithm is that the programmer can restrict initial guesses to readily known quantities. The 
enhanced algorithm uses a novel approach by simultaneously employing a NR solver and a 
sequential simulation. 
A detailed discussion of mechanics, construction, and implementation of the new 
algorithm is contained within this chapter. Appendix A provides a compact mathematical 
description of the algorithm. 
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The tangible framework of a condenser is helpful to describe the principles and 
capabilities ofthis new algorithm. Simulations of multiple alc component systems, as well as 
other thermal systems can be performed by this algorithm. 
Nomenclature developed by Mullen et al. (1998) is helpful in discussing the mechanics 
ofthe NR simulation. The term 'K' is used to denote an interchangeable variable that is an input 
to the model. An 'X' variable is an output from the model. The NR algorithm consists ofN 
equations and allows the 'X' and 'K' variables to be interchangeable. The user is free to define 
which N variables to designate 'X' (outputs) and the remaining variables are designated 'K' 
(inputs). Variables output to the user, but not used by the NR algorithm are designated 'C', for 
calculated variables. Parameters that are input into the subroutine, without intervention from the 
NR solver, are designated 'P'. Both 'C' and 'P' variables are not interchangeable. 
2.1 Overview of component model 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the three system boundaries that are helpful in describing the 
workings ofthe model: the sequential condenser subroutine; the NR solver; and the entire 
component model. 
User 
J~ t. 
'x' + 'K' Variables 
~-------------I 
: Component : 
(set I + set 0) I I 
--- -----------~ Model :---- ----------- , , 
... 
, 
1 ____________ __ I 
I I 'c' Variables I I 'X' + 'K' Variables I 
(set I + set 0) 
I I ~r 'P'Variables 
NR Solver .. ~ (N eqs.) J (set I) L --... I I 
Condenser 
(set 0) Subroutine 
~ 'Calc' Variables 
I 
\ I I , , 
',,----------------------------------------------------------------~; 
Figure 2.1: Component subsystem relationships 
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2.1.1 Component model 
From the user perspective, only the component model is visible. The user initiates the 
simulation after selecting and providing values for the known inputs (K's), output variables 
(X's), and parameters (P's). During the simulation, the internal relationships within the model 
complete the simulation. The results of the output variables (X's), the known parameters (K's), 
and the informative variables (C's) are returned to the user. 
2.1.2 Newton-Raphson solver 
The NR solver operates in the same manner as a traditional NR algorithm. The solver 
simultaneously determines the solution to a given set ofN equations. The algorithm starts with 
an initial guess value for the 'X' variables. By utilizing first order derivative information, the 
NR solver iteratively improves the guess values until the solver converges to a solution. 
During the solution ofthe simultaneous equations, the solver communicates with a 
condenser (component) subroutine. This communication is internal to the model and is 
transparent to the user. 
2.1.3 Sequential subroutine 
The sequential subroutine contains all the information needed to simulate the condenser, 
solving all the governing equations. Without the NR solver, the subroutine will only solve a 
condenser for a certain set of specified input variables. The inputs and outputs ofthe 
sequentially solved subroutine are not interchangeable. 
The inputs to the subroutine (set I) are a subset of the interchangeable variables (X's and 
K's) from the component model. In this example, the condenser model requires the inlet 
refrigerant state, mass flow rates for the air and refrigerant, and a set of variables that describe 
the heat exchanger geometry. 
The subroutine outputs are a new category of variable, denoted a 'calc' variable. The 
subroutine does not output actual interchangeable variables. Instead, the subroutine outputs 
'calc' variables that represent the same quantities as interchangeable variables. The 'calc' 
variables are suffixed with 'calc' in order to distinguish them from their corresponding 
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interchangeable variables. The precise role of the 'calc' variables will be explained in section 
2.2. 
The remaining interchangeable variables not input to the subroutine are designated set O. 
The 'calc' variables correspond to the interchangeable variables in Set O. Together sets I and 0 
include all M interchangeable variables (X's and K's), that is IuO = XuK = M. In the 
condenser example, the subroutine solves for the heat exchanger outlet refrigerant state, 
performance variables, and the remaining geometry values. 
Inputs == set I 
Pin 
hin 
rilref 
mair 
Tairin 
Din (geometry) 
Dout (geometry) 
CoreWidth (geometry) 
Ft (geometry) 
Fs (geometry) 
Pt (geometry) 
PI (geometry) 
2.2 Algorithm mathematics 
Condenser 
Subroutine 
Outputs == 'calc' Variables 
Pout calc 
hout calc 
Qcond_calc 
Area calc 
Coreheight_ calc 
Afr calc 
Massref calc 
Figure 2.2: Condenser subroutine 
The NR solver performs several iterations in determining the solution to a set of 
equations. For the condenser (component) simulation, the NR solver solves a set of seven 
simultaneous equations. The solver simultaneously forces the values of each of the seven 
equations, written in residual format, to zero. The number of simultaneous equations is equal to 
N, the number of 'calc' variables. 
Figure 2.3 shows schematically the interface between the NR solver and the sequential 
condenser subroutine. The seven NR residual equations are shown within the NR solver box. 
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Each equation equates an interchangeable variable with its corresponding subroutine output 
variable. 
Subroutine 
Inputs 
(Set I) 
Newton-Raphson solver 
f(l) = Pout - Pout_calc 
f(2) = hout - hout_calc 
f(3) = Qcond - Qcond_calc 
f(4) = Area - Area_calc 
f(5) = Coreheight- Coreheight_calc 
f(6) = Afr- Afr_calc 
f(7) = Massref- MassreC calc 
Condenser subroutine 
Pout_calc = Ocalc(Pin,hin, rhref,Tairin,etc.) 
hout_ calc = Ocalc(Pin,hin, rh ref, Tairin,etc.) 
Qcond _calc = ocalc(Pin,hin, rh ref, Tairin,etc.) 
Area_calc = Ocalc (Pin,hin, rhref,Tairin,etc.) 
Coreheight_ calc = Ocalc (Pin,hin, rh ref, Tairin,etc.) 
Aft_calc = Ocalc (Pin,hin, rh ref, Tairin,etc.) 
MassreC calc = Ocalc (Pin,hin, rh ref, Tairin,etc.) 
Figure 2.3: NR solver / subroutine interface 
Subroutine 
Outputs 
'calc'Variables 
At each iteration ofthe NR solver, the simultaneous equation set in Figure 2.3 is solved 
for new values of the 'X' variables. The process involves solving Equation 2.1, where [J] is the 
Jacobian matrix, {f} is the vector ofNR residual equation values, and {i1X} is the vector used to 
update the values ofthe 'X' variables. 
Eq. 2.1 
The Jacobian, shown in Figure 2.4, consists of derivatives of the NR equations, f, with 
respect to the 'X' variables. The derivatives in the Jacobian are approximated numerically, using 
Equation 2.2. The first step in this process is to evaluate the NR equations using the known 
parameters (K's) and the current iteration's guess values for the unknown variables (X's). The 
results are seven scalar values for the NR residuals. These values are nonzero for each iteration 
until a solution is achieved. The next step is to slightly alter the value of an individual 'X' value 
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and recalculate the values ofthe seven NR equations. The derivative is then approximated by 
the change ofthe NR residual equation divided by the change in the altered 'X' variable. This 
process is repeated for each 'X' variable. 
of! Of! Of! 
-- --
ax! aX2 aX3 
af2 af2 af2 
[J]= ax! aX 2 aX3 
af3 af3 af3 
--
ax! aX2 aX3 
Figure 2.4: Jacobian matrix 
of Of 
ax oX Eq.2.2 -O:J-
Indirectly, the condenser subroutine is used to calculate the Jacobian. For each 
evaluation of the NR equations, the condenser subroutine is solved for new values ofthe 'calc' 
variables. The new values of the 'calc' variables alter the value of the NR residuals for the next 
iteration. 
By expanding the mathematics of the Jacobian formation, the derivative information can 
be understood further. By abbreviating the condenser subroutine as a function Oeale, the NR 
residual equations can be written in a general format. Equation 2.3 shows the interchangeable 
variables as 0 and i, which represent the variables in set 0 and set I respectively. 
fn = 0 - Ocale (i) Eq.2.3 
The NR iterations continue until fn = 0 
By combining Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3, Equation 2.4 results. It is now apparent 
that there are two components to the Jacobian, the derivative of a variable in set 0 with respect 
to an 'X' variable, and the derivative ofthe subroutine (Ocale) with respect to an 'X' variable. 
[J]= Ofn = aO n _ aOeale,n(i) 
aXj aXj aXj Eq.2.4 
The first term of the Jacobian can be analyzed easily. Because all interchangeable 
variables are independent, any derivative of an interchangeable variable with respect to another 
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IS zero. The derivative of a variable with respect to itself is one. Equation 2.5 summarizes this 
derivative by using cSnj as the Kronecker delta. The Kronecker delta is equivalent to the identity 
matrix. 
aOn _ s: _ 
- UnJ 
aXj Eq.2.5 
The second tenn of the Jacobian depends on the 'X' variable. If the 'X' variable is 
contained within the set 0 of subroutine outputs, the derivative is zero because its value is not 
input into the subroutine and therefore, has no effect on the values ofthe 'calc' variables. 
However, ifthe variable is contained within set I of subroutine inputs, the 'calc' variables can 
change. With new 'calc' values, the derivatives can be calculated. In general, they are nonzero. 
aO calc,n (i) = {= 0 
aXj *0* 
forXj Eset 0 
for Xj Eset I 
* Zero values are possible, determined by the subroutine dependencies 
Summarizing the Jacobian calculation is Equation 2.7. 
afn _ 0 __ aO calc,n (i) 
ax- - nJ ax-J J 
ao I (i) Where ca c,n = 0 for X E set 0 
ax- J J 
Eq.2.6 
Eq.2.7 
From an understanding of the calculation of the Jacobian, several configurations of the 
model can be discussed. Each configuration is defined by the user selection ofthe 'X' variables. 
The simplest configuration occurs when all the 'X' variables all contained within set O. 
From Equation 2.7, the Jacobian is equivalent to the identity matrix. From the {L1X} vector 
detennined in Equation 2.1, the next iteration of 'X' values can be detennined with Equation 2.8. 
In this unique case, the {L1X} vector is equal to the NR residual values which are the differences 
between the 'X' variables trial values and the corresponding 'calc' values. Following the 
mathematics in Equation 2.8, each element ofthe {X}new vector will equal its corresponding 
'calc' value. With the 'X' values identical to the 'calc' values, the NR residuals are equal to 
zero. In this special case, the NR solver converges in one iteration and is therefore complete. 
{X}new = {X}old - {L1X} Eq.2.8 
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Another unique condition exists when all the 'X' variables are contained within set 1. 
Because each 'X' variable is an input to the subroutine, each element of the Jacobian is nonzero. 
By following the linear algebra in Equation 2.1, it is apparent that the {~X} vector has captured 
the derivative information from the Jacobian for each 'X' variable. Solving Equation 2.8 now 
yields a {X}new vector that has updated the guess value of each 'X' variable. Because the 
Jacobian contains no nonzero elements, this method is very similar to the traditional NR 
algorithm. 
In the general case, the 'X' variables consist of elements from sets I and O. This 
configuration results in a Jacobian that is a combination of the two unique cases. Columns 
corresponding to 'X' variables in set 0 are equal a respective column in the identity matrix. 
Columns that correspond to 'X' variables that are in set I are nonzero. By following the linear 
algebra in Equation 2.1, the {~X} vector contains nonzero elements. Therefore, the {~X} vector 
will update every 'X' variable, regardless if that variable can produce derivative information. 
The {X}new vector then contains updated guess values for each 'X' variable. 
-1.0 0 -8.0 0.1 0 0 2.1 
-0.8 1.0 1.2 -50.0 0 0 6.4 
0.1 0 -0.2 1.2 0 0 1.0 
[J] = -0.5 0 0.9 63.2 0 0 6.9 
-0.2 0 2.1 -76.6 0 3.0 
-2.3 0 1.8 0.8 0 0.6 
1.1 0 3.0 23.3 0 0 -4.9 
Figure 2.5: Typical Jacobian matrix 
However, the typical configuration of 'X' variables yields partially incomplete derivative 
information. Because of the incomplete derivative information, the NR solver may require more 
iterations to converge to a solution. 
At the possible cost of more processing time, the technique possesses attractive 
advantages. System simulation techniques that were previously infeasible for NR, such as finite 
element simulation, are now attractive. The primary goal of reducing the number of required 
initial guesses is achieved. 
The additional variables 'P' and 'C' shown in Figure 2.1 do not appear in the 
simultaneous aspects of the algorithm. They are not essential to the algorithm to function 
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properly. P variables can include flags to select correlations or provide values such as ambient 
air pressure, which the user always knows. In addition to the interchangeable outputs, 'c' 
variables are returned to the user. These values represent variables helpful in understanding the 
system, but not considered design variables. 
2.3 Example component simulation development 
To properly implement the sequentially calculated subroutines within a NR solution, the 
communication between the NR solver and the component subroutine must be understood. 
Specifically, the selection ofthe input and output variables for the subroutine must be correct to 
ensure the proper feedback to the NR solver. 
For a given simulation, a global set of interrelated variables describes the entire system. 
In order to implement a sequential solution within a NR solver, each variable will be designated 
as a member of one of four subsets. This is accomplished by sorting the global set of variables 
into two subsets based on one criterion. Then, the two new sets are each sorted into two subsets 
based on a second criterion. Consequently, each variable appears in one of four categories 
shown in Figure 2.6. 
To create a simulation in this format, the first step is to select a method of simulation for 
the subroutine. Secondly, a set of global variables needs to be constructed that will fully 
describe the system. From the global set of variables, the third step is to identify a subset of 
variables that will be interchangeable in the final model. The remaining variables will be fixed 
to remain either inputs or outputs of the model. The user will not be able to interchange those 
variables. The fourth step is to create further subsets ofthese two sets. The criterion for sorting 
the two sets is based upon the subroutine solution that will be implemented. Sorting the 
interchangeable variables into inputs and outputs of the subroutine will yield set I and set 0, 
respectively. The designation of these variables is transparent to the user because they are 
interchangeable. Therefore, the modeling algorithm determines which of the interchangeable 
variables are placed into sets I and O. The set of fixed subroutine input parameters is designated 
P and the 'informative' outputs calculated by the subroutine set C. 
It is important to understand the implications of each variable subset prior to sorting. The 
interchangeable variables that are inputs to the subroutine (set I) are not present in any 
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simultaneous equation for a single component simulation. However, each interchangeable 
variable in set 0 does appear in a NR equation. For each NR equation there is one 'X' variable 
that requires an initial guess. Therefore, the number of variables in set 0 will be the number of 
required initial guesses in the final simulation. By placing vaguely known variables into sets P 
and C, initial guesses can be limited to readily known quantities. 
Set 
P 
Subroutine 
Inputs 
Set 
I 
, / 
, / 
, / 
, / 
, / 
, / 
, / 
, / 
Set 
o 
f-------------~-------------I I 
: Interchangeable Variables I 
(Component Model) 
I (X's + K's) I 
I __________________________ J 
Subroutine 
Outputs 
Figure 2.6: Subset description 
Set 
C 
For clarity, it is helpful to provide an example ofthe variable subset selection process. A 
condenser simulation provides a good example. 
The first step requires selecting the method for the component simulation. In this 
example, a finite element model is being implemented to simulate the condenser. The finite 
element solution is selected because complicated geometry is going to be simulated. 
The second step is to determine the variables needed to fully describe the condenser. 
Once complete, the third step is to create two subsets of variables from this global set of 
variables. The fixed inputs and outputs are selected and placed into one subset because they will 
never need to be interchanged. Additionally, variables that are vaguely known quantities can be 
placed in on of the fixed subsets to eliminate the need for initial guesses. The interchangeable 
variables are chosen because the user may desire to interchange any of these variables for one 
another. Figure 2.7 depicts the destinations of the variables for the condenser example. 
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Global Variables 
Pin, hin, m ref, m air, Tairin, Din, Dout, CoreWidth, Ft, Fs, Pt, 
PI, Pout, hout, Qcond, Area, Coreheight, Aft, Massref 
Ntubesperslab, Ntuberows, Qsup,Q2ph, Qsub, Asup, A2ph, 
Asub, thick, VRtrnbnd, Dc, Amin, Aair, Aref, Nslabs 
~-----~-------
Interchangeable Variables 
(X's + K's) 
Pin, hin, m ref, m air, Tairin, Din, 
Dout, CoreWidth, Ft, Fs, Pt, PI, Pout, 
hout, Qcond, Area, Coreheight, Aft, 
Massref 
Static Variables 
(P's + C's) 
Ntubesperslab, Ntuberows, Qsup, Q2ph, 
Qsub, Asup, A2ph, Asub, thick, 
VRtrnbnd, Dc, Amin, Aair, Aref 
Figure 2.7: Initial subset sorting 
Interchangeable Variables 
(X's + K's) 
Pin, hin, m ref, m air, Tairin, Din, 
Dout, CoreWidth, Ft, Fs, Pt, PI, Pout, 
hout, Qcond, Area, Coreheight, Aft, 
Massref 
~--------------,-----------/----A------... 
Set I 
Pin, hin, m ref, 
m air, Tairin, 
Din, Dout, 
CoreWidth, Finth, 
Finptch, Pt, PI 
Set 0 
Pout, hout, 
Qcond, Area, 
Coreheight, Aft, 
Massref 
Static Variables 
(P's + C's) 
Ntubesperslab, Ntuberows, Qsup, Q2ph, 
Qsub, Asup, A2ph, Asub, thick, 
VRtrnbnd,Dc,Amin, Aair,Aref 
--------~~/-------­
SetP 
Ntubesperslab, 
Ntuberows 
SetC 
Qsup, Q2ph, 
Qsub,Asup, 
A2ph, Asub, 
thick, VRtrnbnd, 
Dc, Amin, Aair, 
Aref 
Figure 2.8: Final variable sorting 
The fourth step is to sort each subset into two more subsets. These subsets will 
correspond to the inputs and outputs of the condenser subroutine simulation. Sorting into inputs 
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and outputs is primarily motivated by the method of simulation encoded into the subroutine. For 
the condenser example, the inlet refrigerant state, mass flow rates, and some heat exchanger 
geometry values are required as inputs to the subroutine. The subroutine returns the outlet 
refrigerant states, performance variables, and the remaining geometry variables to the NR solver. 
Once the variables are sorted into the four sets, the creation ofthe subroutine and its 
connection to the NR solver can be completed. The 'P' variables contained within set P are 
passed directly to the subroutine, without intervention from the NR solver. The subroutine 
solution accepts directly the interchangeable variables in set I from the NR solver. 'C' variables 
in set C are returned directly to the user through the model, and are never used by the NR solver. 
Variables in set 0 however, are handled differently from the other sets. 
As discussed earlier, the variables in set 0 are not output directly to the user from the 
component subroutine. Instead, 'calc' variables that represent the same physical quantities are 
returned to the NR solver. These 'calc' variables are suffixed with the term 'calc' in order to 
distinguish them from their NR counterparts. 
Inputs 
~-------------------', 
( \ 
: SetP : 
~---------------------1 I I 
I I 
: NtubespersIab, : 
: Ntuberows ) 
\ / 
,-------------------, 
,------------------, 
~ , 
( \ 
: Set I : L _____________________ J 
I I 
I I 
: Pin, hin, ill ref, : 
: ill air, Tairin, Din, : 
I I 
: Dout, CoreWidth, Ft, : 
: Fs, Pt, PI : 
, / 
, ~ 
~-----------------, 
Condenser 
Subroutine 
Outputs 
,'-------------------" 
( \ 
: Set C I 
r---------------------- J I I 
I I 
: Qsup, Q2ph, Qsub, : 
: Asup, A2ph, Asub, : 
I I 
: thick, VRtrnbnd, Dc, : 
: Amin, Aair, Aref ) 
, / 
,--------------------~ ,,.'-----------------.... , 
I \ 
: 'calc'Variables : 
: (from set 0) : 
I I 
~----------------------~ 
Pout_calc, hout_ calc, 
Qcond _calc, 
Area_calc, 
Coreheight_ calc, 
Afr_calc, 
\ Massref calc 
\ , / , , 
------------------, 
Figure 2.9: Subroutine variable placement 
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With the placement ofthe variables known, it is possible to create the NR equations. The 
equations will be equality statements between the interchangeable variables (set 0) and their 
'calc' counterparts. Each variable in set 0 appears in a NR equation. For the condenser 
example, the NR equations are shown in Figure 2.10. 
NR Equations 
f(l) = Pout - Pout_calc 
f(2) = hout - hout_ calc 
f(3) = Qcond - Qcond_calc 
f( 4) = Area - Area_calc 
f(5) = Coreheight - Coreheight_calc 
f( 6) = Afr - Afr _calc 
f(7) = Massref - MassreC calc 
Figure 2.10: Simultaneous equations for condenser 
At each iteration, the NR solver calls the subroutine to evaluate fn(X;K), and calculate the 
N2 numerical derivatives that comprise the Jacobian matrix. 
Once the component subroutine and the NR equations are constructed, an accurate set of 
initial guesses are needed to simulate the component. By selecting the 'X' variables to equal set 
0, a simulation can be completed easily. This configuration determines the 'X' values without 
the possibility of the NR solver diverging. From this situation, the results can be stored for the 
user. The user can then select their configuration of 'X' and 'K' values within the stored results. 
By selecting and manipUlating from the stored values, the user inherits a set of accurate initial 
guesses. 
From any given simulation, the model returns the solution to the user. The solution 
consists of the correct values of the 'X' variables, the known parameters 'P' and 'K' variables, 
and the informative 'C' variables. 
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Chapter 3 
Multiple component simulations 
3.1 Overview of multiple components 
Each component within a system simulation is described by a set of simultaneous 
equations. The NR equations are determined from the single component model described in 
chapter 2.3. Figure 3.1 illustrates the information paths within the simulation. Because variables 
in sets P and C are not used by the NR solver, they can be directly passed to and from the user. 
Again, the condenser model is used as an illustration. 
User 
NRsolver 
,-------------------------" 
, , 
I \ 
" NR eqs. for Condenser \ 
: (Variables in Set 0) : 
I I 
~------------------------------~ 
f(l) = Poutcond -Poutcond_calc 
f(2) = houtcond -houtcond_calc 
f(3) = Qcond - Qcond _calc 
f( 4) = Area - Area_calc 
f( 5) = height - height_calc 
f( 6) = Afr - Afr _calc 
\ f(7) = Massref - MassreC calc " 
, I 
" , ,-------------------------~ 
'calc' 
Variables 
Sequential 
Subroutine 
Condenser 
Figure 3.1: Single component simulation model 
In a multi-component system, certain variables describe the communication between 
components. These links between subsystems must be identified and included in a specific 
manner. For example, in alc systems the link between components is the refrigerant. The 
sequential subroutine must contain at least one input linking variable and a different output 
linking variable. 
To facilitate the discussion, suppose there are only two component models, one 
simulating a condenser and one simulating the expansion device, evaporator, and compressor 
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together. The links between these two models are the inlet and outlet refrigerant pressure and 
enthalpy. Figure 3.2 depicts the mathematical relationship between the two components. 
Poutcond, 
houtcond, 
Pinexp, 
hinexp 
Condenser 
Exp. Device, Evaporator, 
Compressor 
Figure 3.2: Example two component system 
Pincond, 
hincond, 
Poutcomp, 
houtcomp 
An essential aspect of the relationship between subroutines is the definition of one state 
point by two variables. In this example, the outlet pressure of the condenser is one variable 
while the inlet pressure to the expansion device is another. While these variables are physically 
the same pressure, the mathematics of the system simulation dictate that two variables be used. 
Variables representing the same state point will be equated in a NR equation at the system leveL 
For a full system simulation, both components must be solved together by the NR solver. 
The NR equations from each individual component are included in the full set ofNR equations. 
Additionally, NR equations that equate the linking variables are included. Figure 3.3 shows the 
full set ofNR equations for the example system. These equations ensure that each component 
converges to a solution consistent with the remaining components. 
By introducing two variables that describe a single state point, several advantages are 
obtained. The main advantage is the system simulation is allowed to converge. Another 
advantage is the user can easily understand the significance to a variable based upon its name. 
Introducing variables in this manner allows each component to be contained within its own 
modular solution. Because of the modular construction, components can be linked in various 
combinations with minimal reprogramming. 
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NRsolver 
,,------------------------------, , , 
I , 
: NR eqs. for Condenser \ 
~----------------------------------J I 
: f(l) = Poutcond - Poutcond _calc 
I 
: f{2) = houtcond - houtcond _calc 
: f{3) = Qcond - Qcond_calc 
: f(4) = Area - Area_calc 
: f{5) = height - height_calc 
I 
: f{6) = Aft - Aft_calc 
\ f{7) = Massref - MassreC calc " 
',,------------------------------,/ 
,-------------------------------, 
( NR eqs. for remaining component ": 
I I 
~----------------------------------, I I 
: f{8) = Poutcomp - Poutcomp calc I 
I - I 
: f(9) = houtcomp - houtcomp _calc : 
I 
I 
I 
\ : I 
,,---------------------------_____ ~I 
,'---------------------------------, 
: NR eqs. for linking components : 
I I 
~----------------------------------, ! f(n-l) = Poutcomp - Pincond : 
: f{n) = houtcomp - hincond : 
I I 
, / 
,---------------------------------
Figure 3.3: Example system ofNR equations 
3.2 Sequential solution configurations 
In the previous discussions, the inputs and outputs of the component subroutines were 
considered implicitly. In the case of the condenser, the solution was assumed to march in the 
direction of the refrigerant flow. The result of this assumption was that the outlet pressure is a 
function ofthe inlet pressure and other variables. 
The method of simulating multiple components in this manner does not require a specific 
direction to a solution. Returning to the familiar alc system, this means a condenser can be 
solved with the direction of the refrigerant, or against the direction of refrigerant flow. 
Inlet Outlet Inlet Outlet 
OR OR 
Outlet Inlet Outlet 
Figure 3.4: Sequential subroutine I/O diagram 
For a two component system, two configurations are possible in the system model. The 
first configuration consists of component subroutines that each determine the input variable of 
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the other subroutine. The second configuration contains component subroutines that each 
determine the same state point. 
NR Solver 
I--------------------~, 
: Eqs. for Condenser : 
I I 
Poutcomp 
I I 
\~-------------- _____ ~I 
,--------------------', 
: Eqs. for remaining : 
: component : 
\,--------------_____ ~I 
,-------------------- ... , 
: Eqs. for linking : 
: components : 
\_-------------- _____ ~I 
Figure 3.5: First configuration of two subroutine simulation 
NR Solver 
,-------------------- ... , 
: Eqs. for Condenser : 
I I 
I I 
\_-------------- _____ ~I 
,-------------------- ... , 
: Eqs. for remaining : 
: component : 
\_-------------- _____ ~I 
,-------------------- ... , 
Poutcond 
: Eqs. for linking : 
: components : 
\-------------------_ ... ' 
Figure 3.6: Second configuration of two subroutine simulation 
The solver obtains derivative information of each simultaneous equation (and therefore 
each subroutine) with respect to the 'X' variables. The solver then uses the derivative 
information to update the guess values for the 'X' variables. The solver obtains derivative 
information by slightly altering the guess value for an 'X' variable, recalculating each subroutine 
and using the result to reevaluate each residual equation. The change in the residual equations 
and the change in the 'X' variable are used to approximate the derivative. The solver obtains the 
derivative with respect to each 'X' variable by repeating this process. 
The NR solver is able to obtain derivative information with respect to each subroutine 
input variable (set I), but not the variables in set O. In the first configuration, each state point is 
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an input to one of the component subroutines. Therefore, the NR solver can obtain derivative 
information with respect to each state point. Because the NR solver can obtain derivative 
information for each state point, there is relatively complete derivative information about the 
system. The relatively complete derivative information should allow the NR solver to converge 
to a solution with fewer iterations. 
In the second configuration, the NR solver obtains derivative information from a smaller 
set of variables. Because both subroutines contain the same input state point, they always output 
the other state point. Derivatives with respect to the output state point are unavailable due to the 
process discussed in chapter 2. Because of the potential for less derivative information, the 
model may require more iterations to solve in this configuration. 
Generalized, these principles translate to systems of more than two components. Each 
linking variable, such as pressure, must be represented by two variables for each component ( 
Pout,! and P in,2) which are equated in a residual equation. Each ofthese two variables is 
associated with one sequential component subroutine. By connecting the single component in 
this manner, the NR solver is able to obtain derivative information regardless ofthe inputs and 
outputs of the component subroutines. However, the inputs and outputs of the component 
models may increase the number ofNR iterations to obtain a solution. System simulations 
where each component subroutine determines the inlet variables for there next component should 
converge in fewer iterations. Simulations configured such that the components determine the 
same state point might require more iterations to solve. 
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Chapter 4 
Heat exchanger modeling 
4.1 Module discussion 
To correctly simulate complex heat exchanger geometries, the new nomenclature of a 
'module' was developed. A module is defined generally as portion, or sub-heat exchanger, part 
of a larger complex heat exchanger. The essential quantities defining a module are the 
refrigerant flow configuration and the number of tubes within the module. A heat exchanger can 
be defined by any number of modules. 
Sets of modules define the overall refrigerant flow configuration within the whole heat 
exchanger. Modules can be arranged in parallel or series configurations. A parallel 
configuration consists of two or more modules that contain equal fractions of the refrigerant 
mass flow. A series configuration contains modules that each receive equal refrigerant mass 
flow. 
Refrigerant 
Parallel modules 
Module 
#1 
Module 
#2 
Series modules 
Re=fri=.ge=ra=nt:::J-__ -I~~( M~~llie J .[ M~llie JJ---.~>C:::==== 
"'-------' 
Figure 4.1: Module configurations 
Describing the refrigerant flow in this manner allows the simulation of many different 
types of heat exchangers. Finned tube, wire-on-tube, and micro-channel designs may be 
simulated within this structure. For each module, the refrigerant tube configuration is specified. 
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By combining modules in series and parallel configurations, a great array of heat 
exchanger designs can be modeled. For example, a three-pass micro-channel heat exchanger can 
be modeled with three modules in series. Each module can have a different number of refrigerant 
circuits. For example, it is possible for the for the first pass (module) to have 11 tubes, the 
second pass (module) to have 9 tubes, and the third pass (module) to have 6 tubes. 
Using parallel modules in addition to the series modules creates further possibilities in 
heat exchanger modeling. Combining two of the previously mentioned three-pass heat 
exchangers illustrates a situation of combined series and parallel modules. As shown in Figure 
4.2, two three-pass heat exchangers can be combined in parallel. These two parallel slabs can be 
placed in a configuration that the air exiting the first slab enters the second. Alternatively, the 
two parallel slabs can be placed in a manner that they both receive ambient air. 
,------------------------------------------------', 
{ 1 
I I 
: Module Module Module: 
I #1 #2 #3 I 
Module Module Module 
: ~ ~ ~ I 
I I 
I I 
I I ~--------------------------------------------~ 
Three-pass 
heat exchanger 
Figure 4.2: Two slab, six pass heat exchanger example 
4.2 Discretization and main algorithm 
Each module is a crossflow heat exchanger that is divided into many small elements. To 
completely define an element, four values must be known: number of elements per pass, length 
of a pass, tube spacing transverse to the airflow, and number of tubes within the element. From 
these values, the remaining dimensions of the element can be determined. 
To assist in the solution method, the heat exchanger is divided along the refrigerant path. 
To determine the refrigerant side length of the element, the length of a pass is divided by the 
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number of elements per pass. The refrigerant side length is equivalent to the airside width ofthe 
element. 
Since each element can have one or more parallel tubes, the number of tubes in each 
element is a required parameter. By knowing the number of tubes in an element and the tube 
spacing transverse to the airflow, the frontal height of the element can be determined. By 
knowing the frontal height and the width of an element, the mass flow rate of air for the element 
can be determined. 
The structure of the finite element algorithm implicitly limits the geometries that can be 
simulated, due to the circuiting assumptions made. To sequentially solve the heat exchanger 
having multiple slabs in the air flow direction; upstream slabs must be solved first, before 
marching downstream to the next slab. This process ensures that the air temperature is known at 
the inlet of the elements, so each element can be solved individually and sequentially. If the air 
temperature were unknown, the HX element would need to be solved simultaneously with the 
other elements of the HX. 
To ensure that the upstream air temperature is known for each element, two solution 
techniques are used. The solution starts at the air inlet and marches downwind along the 
refrigerant path. For a configuration where the overall refrigerant flow is parallel to the airflow, 
the solution marches downstream with the refrigerant. When the overall refrigerant flow is 
counter to the airflow, the solution marches upstream against the refrigerant flow. The actual 
flow of refrigerant can flow downstream along with the airflow, or upstream against the direction 
of airflow. 
Each tube pass ends in a bend, turning the flow to a new pass in the same slab, or to a 
new slab. To facilitate calculation of the air temperature between slabs, each pass contains the 
same number of elements so that air temperatures are 'in-line' with the next element. 
4.3 Geometry description 
The geometry variables are all calculated within a single subroutine. To aid in the 
calculations of other variables, this subroutine is called in the beginning of the algorithm each 
time the heat exchanger sequential subroutine solution is executed. 
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The geometry equations are calculated sequentially. They are then interfaced with the 
NR solver in the manner described in chapter 2. This implementation reduces the number of 
initial guess values required from the user. Additionally, the geometric equations are now stored 
in a single location and easily modified. 
4.4 Model structure 
The simulation model consists of several routines that operate together to solve heat 
exchanger. Groups of subroutines and functions that perform small, related tasks are considered 
blocks. Within the set of all blocks, only a subset ofthem will be used to solve a specific heat 
exchanger geometry. Figure 4.3 illustrates the structure of the blocks within the heat exchanger 
solution. 
Evaporator 
Solution 
Condenser 
Solution 
(Sequential Subroutine) (Sequential subroutine) , _______________ _ 
, 
/ 
I 
.--___ .... -_-_-_--_-_-_-..... -------------------------------- ------------~ Algorithm Blocks : 
1 ______ ---.-------
Upstream Marching Downstream Marching 
.----~---~ : 
Upstream Marching I 
I 
I 
------------------- -------------------- ------------------- ------------------_/ 
------------------- -------------------- -------------------
Finned Tube Finned Tube Finned Tube 
MicroChannel MicroChannel MicroChannel 
Wire-on-Tube Wire-on-Tube Wire-on-Tube 
Etc. Etc. Etc. 
---------------
Finned Tube 
MicroChannel 
Wire-on-Tube 
Etc. 
, , 
\ 
\ 
I 
I \ r--------~------, , ' 
,--------------------------------------------------------------------i __ ~o!~~~~~~~~k~ __ ~ 
Figure 4.3: Overall structure of component subroutines 
Four blocks of code exist to march though the modules and elements of a heat exchanger. 
Each of these blocks is considered an 'algorithm block' because they contain the logic to solve 
each element. Two ofthese blocks apply to the condenser and two to the evaporator. For each 
the condenser and evaporator, a downstream marching and an upstream marching algorithm 
block exist. The four blocks each contain an algorithm to solve the modules and elements in the 
correct order and store overall heat exchanger values such as capacity and area fractions. 
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Additional blocks of code deal with the specifics of solving each element. These blocks 
are considered 'solution blocks' because they contain the solution for any given element for that 
type of heat exchanger. The solution blocks are specific to the direction of marching and the 
heat exchanger geometry. For example, there are two blocks that deal with solving finned tube 
condensers, one for downstream and one for upstream marching. Within these blocks of code 
are the solutions for each type of element. 
A user-selected flag is set to select either the downstream or the upstream marching 
block. A separate flag is used to select the type of heat exchanger in use. The user can select the 
heat exchanger configurations without re-compiling the source code. 
This structure allows the locations of the governing equations to be logically organized 
within the source code. Because of the sequential nature ofthe subroutines, the solution method 
and the assumptions are more apparent and understandable to users. 
4.5 Element solutions 
Each element is solved by a series of subroutines that utilize the effectiveness-NTU 
method. The subroutines solve each element ofthe heat exchanger using a finite element 
method. The finite element method approximates the outlet properties based on the inlet 
properties. The finite element method reduces, but does not completely eliminate the 
simultaneous nature of the heat transfer equations for each element. The remaining simultaneous 
equations are solved with small1-D Newton-Raphson algorithms within each element. The 
required initial guess values are determined within the program and are transparent to the user. 
Among the different types and designs of heat exchangers, many functions are shared; 
this leads to a modular design. By moving to a modular design, many different types of heat 
exchangers can be modeled using the same code. Additionally, errors will be minimized due to 
reusing the same tested pieces of code. 
Within the family of cross-flow heat exchangers, two solution algorithms are required. 
While either algorithm can be used to solve a single slab case, multiple slab cases require 
different solution techniques depending on the configuration. Figure 4.4 depicts the two possible 
configurations that this algorithm can simulate. While each vertical line is a slab in crossflow, 
the refrigerant flow through the slabs is opposite. 
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The first algorithm applies to cross-parallelflow heat exchangers where the bulk 
refrigerant flow is traveling in the same direction as the air. This configuration allows multiple 
slabs of cross-flow heat exchangers, where the overall movement of refrigerant is the same 
direction as the air. The second algorithm applies to cross-counterflow heat exchangers where 
the bulk refrigerant travels in the opposite direction ofthe airflow. 
Refrigerant 
Parallel 
Airflow 
Cross-Parallel Flow 
Elements 
Slabs in 
Refrigerant 4 cross-flow 
Counter =t -i n n T 
Airflow ~ U U U 
Cross-Counter Flow 
Figure 4.4: Flow configurations 
The solution for both cases begins with uniform inlet air temperature. Each slab is solved 
individually, starting with the slab receiving air at ambient temperature. The outlet air 
temperatures from the previous slab are used for the calculations ofthe next slab. After every 
slab has been solved, the final exit air and refrigerant properties are known. 
When the bulk refrigerant and airflow streams are parallel, the algorithm marches 
downstream with the refrigerant flow. When the bulk refrigerant and airflow directions are 
counterflow, a different algorithm is used. The algorithm marches upstream against the 
refrigerant flow and determines the inlet refrigerant conditions and the outlet air conditions. 
Because each algorithm outputs different variables, two sets ofNR equations are required, one 
for each algorithm. 
Three regions of the heat exchanger require unique governing equations. The three 
regions are the superheated, two-phase, and subcooled refrigerant zones. With the finite element 
approach, a few elements will likely experience a zone change within their volume. Each 
element must be able to handle the situation of changing zones (and thus governing equations). 
In total, five conditions exist for any given element. They are superheated vapor, two-
phase refrigerant, subcooled liquid, transition between superheated vapor and two-phase 
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refrigerant, and transition between two-phase refrigerant and subcooled liquid. The five possible 
conditions are solved using three subroutines. The subroutine that corresponds to the inlet 
conditions of the element is called to solve the element. The subroutine is able to manage 
changes in zones by solving the first zone of the element and calling the next subroutine to solve 
the remaining section. 
Local heat transfer coefficients are used for refrigerant side calculations. Airside 
calculations, however, use the average heat transfer coefficients over the airflow length of the 
heat exchanger. The airside heat transfer correlations are reevaluated for each element because 
the are functions of the local inlet air temperature. Changes in air pressure are not accounted for 
within the simulation. 
4.6 Downstream marching algorithm 
For a heat exchanger that runs in any type of parallel-flow arrangement, the solution 
marches downstream. In this case, both the inlet refrigerant state and the inlet air temperature 
are known. 
Parallel 
Airflow 
Refrigerant 
Elements 
Figure 4.5: Downstream solution configuration 
Each element is solved for a set of output values including refrigerant outlet enthalpy and 
pressure, capacity, outlet air temperature, refrigerant mass, and refrigerant side areas. 
The algorithm solves the elements in numerical order, starting with a refrigerant inlet. 
While marching through elements, the main algorithm stores information on the refrigerant inlet 
conditions of the current element. Elements start in either the subcooled, two-phase or 
superheated refrigerant zones. Based on the inlet refrigerant state, the proper subroutine is called 
to solve the current element. The subroutine solves the element and determines if there is a zone 
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change. In the case of a zone change, both zones within the element are solved. Flags are 
updated and returned to the main algorithm indicating the new zone. These flags are used by the 
main algorithm to call the proper subroutine for the next element. 
Within this algorithm, each parallel module assumes equal mass flow. For parallel 
refrigerant paths to contain equal mass flow rates, the pressure drop across the paths must be 
equal. Because pressure drop is a function of heat transfer rate and other quantities, an actual 
heat exchanger will not contain equal mass flow rates in each tube. In order to implement a non-
iterative and relatively simple solution, each parallel module is assumed to have an equal mass 
flow rate. 
4.7 Upstream marching algorithm 
Counter 
Airflow 
Slabs in cross-flow 
Figure 4.6: Upstream solution configuration 
To solve a cross-counterflow configuration, the outlet refrigerant state is assumed known. 
Elements are solved by marching upstream against direction of the refrigerant flow. Starting 
with the refrigerant exit state, assures that the inlet air temperature and exit refrigerant state are 
known each for element. Conversely, if the heat exchanger solution were to start at the inlet 
refrigerant state, an air temperature must be assumed for each element. Because this air 
temperature is dependent on the element solutions upwind, there must be an iterative process to 
ensure the air inlet to the heat exchanger has no temperature gradient across the face area. 
The algorithm solves the elements in numerical order, starting with the refrigerant exit. 
Each element solution calculates the refrigerant inlet state, exit air temperature, and performance 
variables such as heat transfer. The exit state of the element determines which of three element 
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solutions will be used. The element solutions are able to simulate a zone change within an 
element. When a zone change occurs, flags are updated in the algorithm indicating the type of 
element solution to use for the next element. 
While the downstream and upstream solution techniques are somewhat similar, 
significant differences do exist. The heat transfer equations are innately simpler to solve in a 
downstream refrigerant method because the effectiveness equation. While marching 
downstream, the inlet refrigerant and air temperatures are known. These values define the 
maximum temperature difference and, therefore, allow the effectiveness equation to be solved 
explicitly. However, in the upstream solution method the inlet refrigerant temperature, and thus 
the maximum temperature difference, is unknown. Without the ability to solve the effectiveness 
equation explicitly, the set of heat transfer equations must be approximated or solved 
simultaneously. 
Within this algorithm, all parallel modules are assumed to have equal mass flow. For 
parallel refrigerant paths to contain equal mass flow rates, the pressure drop across the paths 
must be equaL Because pressure drop is a function of heat transfer rate and other quantities, an 
actual heat exchanger will not contain equal mass flow rates in each tube. In order to implement 
a non-iterative and relatively simple solution, this higher-order effect is neglected and each 
parallel module is assumed to have an equal mass flow rate. 
4.8 Dehumidification algorithm 
Evaporators can remove sensible and latent forms of heat energy from the indoor air. 
The sensible heat accounts for the change in air temperature while the latent term accounts for 
water condensed from moist air. The prediction of humidity removal is important to human 
comfort and therefore, to the simulation of alc systems. 
The dehumidification algorithm is applied to each element within the two-phase zone. 
The most complex situation for the dehumidification algorithm consists of two zones on the 
airside. The leading edges of the fins are dry and do not have a latent component. As air passes 
over the surface, moist air cools enough so that condensation forms. In this partially wet 
condition, the remainder ofthe fin is wet and contains a latent term. The simpler configurations 
consist of a fully dry evaporator and a fully wet evaporator. 
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Figure 4.7: Element dehumidification geometry 
4.8.1 Zone configuration detennination 
Detennining the zone configuration of the evaporator element is the first step to solving 
the element. Water begins to condense on the surface at the point where the surface temperature 
equals the dew point temperature of the inlet air. The first step is to check the leading edge 
surface temperature, T s, by perfonning an energy balance. Because surface temperature is 
unknown, it is unclear if the energy balance should contain a latent tenn. Therefore, simulation 
logic detennines if the latent tenn should be included. 
Equations 4.8.1 through 4.8.6 detail the tenns of the energy balance. Starting from the 
refrigerant temperature, Tref, the next coolest temperature is the Tube temperature, T tube. The 
next temperature is the fin's base temperature, Tbase, followed by the average surface 
temperature, Ts. The wannest temperature is the bulk air, Tair. The humidity ratio of the bulk 
air and the humidity ratio of the air at the fin surface are ffiair and ffis, respectively. 
A comparison between Ts and Tdp indicates if the leading edge of the fin is wet or dry. If 
the surface temperature is at or below the dew point temperature, the leading edge is wet and 
therefore the element is fully wet. If the leading edge is dry, more calculations must be 
completed to detennine if the element is dry or partially wet. 
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Another energy balance is perfonned at the trailing edge assuming dry conditions. The 
trailing edge surface temperature is set equal to the dew point, and Equations 4.8.1 through 4.8.6 
are solved for area. This defines the maximum dry area for the surface given the inlet air 
conditions. If the actual area is smaller than the maximum dry area, the entire surface is dry. 
Otherwise the element is partially wet, and the wet and dry areas are known. 
Qsens = hair * Aair * (Tair - Ts) = 110 * hair * Aair *(Tair - Tbase) 
Qlat = hD * Aair * (O)air -O)s) * hfg 
Qref = href* Aref * (Ttube - Tref) 
Qcnduct = (T base - T tube) / (Rcond + Rcntct) 
110 = (Tair - Ts) / (Tair - Tbase) = f(geometry) 
forT < Td 
s p 
forT :2: Td 
s P 
4.8.2 Solutions 
Eq.4.8.1 
Eq.4.8.2 
Eq.4.8.3 
Eq.4.8.4 
Eq.4.8.5 
Eq.4.8.6 
Because the fully wet and dry cases are special cases to the partially wet case, only the 
partially wet solution is described here. The dry zone solution is known from the calculations of 
the maximum dry area. 
The dry zone exit results are used in a wet effectiveness-NTU analysis to detennine the 
sensible capacity and exit air temperature for the wet section. An energy balance on the trailing 
edge of the surface now contains two unknowns, the bulk air humidity and the trailing edge 
surface temperature. To calculate the surface temperature by solving the equations sequentially, 
an arithmetic mean temperature distribution is assumed for the sensible capacity. The energy 
balance at the trailing edge can now be explicitly solved for the bulk air humidity ratio. All 
aspects of humidity removal are now known and the dehumidification algorithm is complete. 
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Appendix A 
Algorithm description 
This mathematical description of the algorithm is helpful in understanding the simulation 
process. Additionally, it is helpful to chronologically describe the process of creating a 
simulation model with this algorithm. 
A.l Configuration 
From a set ofM independent interchangeable variables that completely describe a system 
or component, a sequential subroutine is created. The component subroutine contains all the 
information needed to solve the governing equations. The M variables are sorted into input (set 
I) and output variables (set 0). The objective when sorting the variables is to create a simple 
sequential solution for the component. The placement of variables into sets I and 0 are hidden 
from the user in the final model. The N variables in set 0 comprise the Q vector. The M-N 
variables in set I will create the i vector. 
Mullen et al. (1998) developed nomenclature describing the application of aN ewton-
Raphson (NR) algorithm to a system such as this. With the addition of the component 
subroutine within this generalized NR solution new terms have been added to that nomenclature. 
Table A.I displays the current form of the nomenclature. 
Table A.I: Nomenclature definitions 
Vector Definition # Elements 
X Output interchangeable variable from NR solution N 
K Input interchangeable variable to NR solution M-N 
! An interchangeable variable input to the component M-N 
subroutine (set I) 
Q An interchangeable variable in a NR residual N 
equation (set 0) 
ocalc(i) Subroutine output variable N 
c* Output informative variable to user Any 
p Input parameter to model (not interchangeable) Any 
OptIOnal vectors 
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Using the N variables in set 0, write N simultaneous equations in the fonn of Equation 
Al. Where Qcalc(i) represents the subroutine's calculation of the interchangeable variables. 
These equations will be solved with the NR method. 
Eq.A.1 
Returning to the original set M of interchangeable variables, the user selects M-N input 
variables to the NR solution, K. The remaining N variables will be outputs X of the NR solution. 
Figure A1 summarizes the variable designations from the two independent sorting 
processes. X u K and i U Q both comprise the set of M interchangeable variables. 
Programmer specified U ·ft d ser speClle 
(internal) 
(M) (M) 
Interchangeable Interchangeable 
Variables Variables 
L~ /~ 
/' "\ (N) (M-N) (N) (M-N) 
Q Variables i Variables X Variables K Variables 
Subroutine Subroutine Output from Input from 
Outputs Inputs NR NR 
Figure A1: Independent sorting processes 
The NR solver calls the component subroutine with each evaluation of the residual 
equations. Figure A2 illustrates the configuration of the NR solver and the component 
subroutine. 
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A.2 Mathematics of solution 
The NR algorithm is solved in the traditional manner, updating guess values each 
iteration with Equation A.2. Equation A3 determines the change in the guess value by utilizing 
the derivative information in the Jacobian, [1]. 
Eq. A2 
Eq. A3 
The Jacobian is evaluated by using Equation AI. Equation AA shows that for each nth 
residual, the derivatives of an element ofthe Q vector and the corresponding value determined by 
the subroutine are evaluated. 
[J] == ofn = OOn _ OOc.Jen CD 
oXj oXj oXj Eq. AA 
Recalling that each interchangeable variable is independent; the first derivative term in 
Equation A4 can be represented as the Kronecker delta, 8zj , or the identity matrix. 
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OOn = 8 . 
ax. nJ 
J 
Eq.A.5 
Because the subroutine is a function of the vector i alone, any variable not in set I will 
yield a zero derivative. In general, the derivative with respect of an output variable in set I will 
yield a non-zero derivative. 
forXj EQ(setO) 
for X j E! (set I) Eq. A.6 
In addition to these essential aspects of the simulation, two additional categories of 
variables are also present. £ parameters are known values that must always be specified by the 
user as inputs to the model. They are passed directly to the component subroutine and not 
interchangeable. Flags used to indicate which enthalpy or pressure drop correlation to use are 
examples of£ parameters. Variables that are not interchangeable but desired output of the 
simulation are computed inside the subroutine and output to the user as C variables. These 
output variables do not require initial guess values and are not interchangeable. An example of a 
'C' variable is the pressure drop in the two-phase zone in the condenser. 
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AppendixB 
Element solutions 
The FORTRAN subroutines that solve each element are included here. 
B.1 Downstream solutions 
B.I.I Subcooled condenser element 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
& 
& 
subroutine subeldwnstmC(bin,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,mdot,L,Area, volume, 
AadivAffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,hout,pout, 
Tairout,Qsub,Asub,mass) 
Superheated element forward difference solution 
Written by Derek Harshbarger 
4/3/00 
Input Variables 
bin - enthalpy at inlet 
Pin - Pressure at inlet 
w - refrigerant mass flow rate 
mdot - Elemental air mass flow rate 
Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
Area - refrigerant side area of element 
Intermediate Variables 
U - element conductance 
eff - element HX effectiveness 
Qsub - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
cair - air side heat capacity 
cref - refrigerant side heat capacity 
Cr - heat capacity ratio 
mdotaC - air mass flow rate for entire HX 
Output Variables 
Tout - temperature at outlet 
Pout - pressure at outlet 
hout - enthalpy at outlet 
Qsubcalc - element heat transfer rate for subcooled section 
Asubcalc - element subcooled area of section 
Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUlVLNT.INC' 
Double precision hin,Pin, Tin,cair,mdot,cpa,Cref, wlocal,cpl,Cmin, 
& Cmax,G,Re,Rel,U,NTU,area,eff,ecrossflow,Qsub,Asub,DcC, 
& Tairin,hout, Tairout, yin, VPT, vout,Pout, Tout,DelP, 
& PDspHX,rho,mass, volume,L,D,Aadiv AffC,AffC,type,coilfactC 
c start forward difference solution 
call TPHint(Pin,hin,Tin) !Determine inlet temperature 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
cref = wlocal * cpl(Tin) 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
G = wlocal 1 (Volume/L) !local mass flux 
Re = Rel(Tin,G,DinC) 
call UsubCond(Tin,Pin,G,Re, Tairin,mdotaC,DinC,DoutC, 
& FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
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& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC,type, 
& NsC,LsC,SsC,CFaC,KfinC,KtubeC,Kcntact, U) 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area,crnin,cmax) 
Qsub = eff * crnin *(Tin - Tairin) 
hout = hin - Qsub 1 wlocal 
Tairout= Tairin + Qsub 1 cair 
Asub = area 
vin = VPT(Pin,Tin) 
call TPHint(Pin,hout,Tout) !guess for outlet temperature 
vout = VPT(pin,Tout) 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, Yin, vout,tin,pin,L,rough, 1) 
Pout = Pin - DelP 
c mass calcs 
rho = l./vpt(pin,tin) 
Mass = volume*rho 
end 
B.l.2 Two-phase condenser element 
& 
& 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine tpheldwnstrnc(hin,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,rndot,L,Area, Volume, 
Aadiv AffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,hout,Pout, Tairout,Qsub, 
Q2ph,Asub,A2ph, Vapor,twoph,liquid,mass) 
two-phase element forward difference solution 
Written by Derek Harshbarger 
4/3/00 
Input Variables 
hin - enthalpy at inlet 
Pin - Pressure at inlet 
L - length of element 
w - refrigerant mass flow rate 
mdot - air mass flow rate 
Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
area - refrigerant side area of element 
volume - refrigerant volume in element 
Aadiv AffC - Aairl AfreeFlow for Condo 
AffC - free flow area for condenser 
Intermediate Variables 
U - element conductance 
eff - element HX effectiveness 
cair - air side heat capacity 
Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
hsatliq - saturated vapor enthalpy 
MdotaC - total mass flux for condenser (used for hair calc) 
masstotal - cumulative mass for element 
tairouttotal - temp value to determine element outlet air temp. 
Output Variables 
Pout - pressure at outlet 
hout - enthalpy at outlet 
xout - quality at outlet (if applicable) 
Qsub - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for 2phase section 
Asub - element superheated area of section 
A2ph - element 2phase area of section 
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& 
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vapor - logical flag indicating vapor inlet to next element 
twoph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
liquid - logical flag indicating liquid inlet to next element 
mass - refrigerant mass in element 
Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tin,xin,xhp,Cair,mdot,cpa,G, wlocal, 
volume,L,xout, Tairin,AaDiv AffC,AffC,U,NTU, 
Area,eff,Q2ph,hout, Tairout,DelP ,PD2phACRC, 
Pout,rhof, vpx,rhog,D,muf,mul,mug,muv, wg, 
glintegrate,mass,A2ph,hsatliq,hpx,Lold, 
Lguess,Lnew,DL,specheat,UAold,UAnew, 
DX,masstotal,tairouttotal,Qsub,Asub,coilfactC, 
& DcC,Areaold,y,y2 
Logical vapor, twoph,liquid 
integer Nintegrate 
c start forward difference solution 
Nintegrate = 10 
call TPHint(Pin,hin,Tin) !Determine inlet temperature 
if(bin .ge. hpx(pin,1.0» then 
Xin= 1.0 
else 
xin = xhp(bin,Pin) 
endif 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
G = Wlocal I (volume/L) !local mass flux 
xout = 0.99*xin !guess for xout to app. U value 
call U2phCond(Tin,xin,xout,G,Tairin,mdotaC,DinC, 
& DoutC,FinthC,FinPtchC,VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC, 
& typeC,N sC,LsC,SsC,CFaC,KfmC,KtubeC,Kcntact, U) 
NTU = (U * Area) I cair 
eff = 1 - exp( -NTU) 
Q2ph = eff * cair *(Tin - Tairin) 
hout = bin - (Q2ph I wlocal) 
Tairout= Tairin + Q2ph I cair 
if(hout .gt. hpx(Pin,O.dO»then 
if (hout .ge. hpx(pin, 1.0» then 
xout = 0.9999 
else 
xout = xhp(hout,Pin) !guess for xout 
endif 
else 
xout=O.dO 
endif 
DelP = PD2phACRC( wlocal,PFrC,DinC,L, Tin,xin, 
& xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pout = Pin - delP 
if (hout .gt. hpx(Pin,O.dO»then 
if (hout .ge. hpx(Pout,1.0» then 
xout = 0.9999 
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else 
xout = xhp(hout,Pout) 
endif 
else 
xout= O.dO 
endif 
c calculate the mass in the element 
rhof= l.Ivpx(pin,O.O) 
rhog = l.Ivpx(pin,1.0) 
muf= mul(tin) 
mug = muv(tin,pin) 
Wg = GLIntegrate(xout, xin, rhof, rhog, muf, 
& mug, G, DinC)/(xin - xout) 
Mass = Volume*(rhog*Wg+rho:f'l'(I-Wg)) 
A2ph = Area 
Qsub =0. 
Asub = O. 
hsatliq = hpx(Pout,O.dO) 
c check for change to subcooled zone 
if (hout .It. hsatliq) then 
c store universal variable areaold 
areaold = area 
c guess initial value 
Lold=L 
Lnew= L* «wlocal *(hin - hsatliq)) I Q2ph) 
Q2ph = wlocal * (hin - hsatliq) 
Lguess = -10. !temporary value 
dl = 0.01 
c begin 1-D Newton Raphson 
do while «abs(Lguess - Lnew)).gt. l.d-6) 
Lguess = Lnew 
end do 
c end I-DNR 
cair = mdot*(LguesslLold) * cpa(Tairin) 
NTU = (U * Area*(LguesslLold)) I cair 
eff= 1 - exp(-NTU) 
Q2ph = eff * cair *(Tin - Tairin) 
y = hsatliq - (hin - Q2phIWlocal) 
Lnew = Lguess + DL 
cair = mdot*(Lnew/Lold) * cpa(Tairin) 
NTU = (U * Area*(Lnew/Lold)) I cair 
eff = 1 - exp( -NTU) 
Q2ph = eff * cair *(Tin - Tairin) 
y2 = hsatliq - (hin - Q2phIWlocal) 
Lnew = Lguess - y/«y2-y)/DL) 
L=Lnew 
DelP = PD2phACRC( wlocal,PFrC,DinC,L, Tin,xin, 
& xout,G,Nintegrate) 
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endif 
end 
Pout = Pin - DelP 
hout = hpx(Pout,O.dO) 
A2ph = Area *(LlLold) 
Q2ph = wlocal *(hin - hout) 
mass cales. 
Wg = GLIntegrate(O.OdO, xin, rhof, rhog, muf, 
mug, G, DinC)/(xin - O.dO) 
Mass = Volume*(LlLold)*(rhog*W g+rhof*( 1-W g)) 
Masstotal = mass 
Tairouttotal = Tairout*L 
solve subcooled section of element 
hin=hout 
Pin = Pout 
call subeldwnstmC(hin-l.d-12,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,mdot*(I-(LlLold) 
),Lold-L,Area-A2ph, volume*( 1-(LlLold)), 
AadivAffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,hout,pout, 
Tairout,Qsub,Asub,mass) 
Masstotal = masstotal + mass 
mass = masstotal 
Tairouttotal = Tairouttotal + Tairout*(Lold-L) 
Tairout = Tairouttotal / Lold 
Asub = Areaold - A2ph 
set flags, area, and L for main algorthim 
area = areaold 
L=Lold 
vapor = .false. 
twoph = .false. 
liquid = . true. 
B.l.3 Superheated condenser element 
& 
& 
& 
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subroutine supeldwnstmC(hin,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,mdot,L,Area, Volume, 
AaDiv AffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,hout,Pout, Tairout, 
Qsup,Q2ph,Asup,A2ph, Vapor,twoph, 
liquid,mass) 
Superheated element forward difference solution 
Written by Derek Harshbarger 
11/3/99 
Input Variables 
hin - enthalpy at inlet 
Pin - Pressure at inlet 
L -length 
wlocal - refrigerant mass flow rate 
mdot - air mass flow rate 
Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
Area - refrigerant side area of element 
2ph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
G - mass flux [lbm/hr - ftA2] 
Intermediate Variables 
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c U - element conductance 
c eff - element HX effectiveness 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for two-phase section (if any) 
c cair - air side heat capacity 
c cref - refrigerant side heat capacity 
c Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
c Cr - heat capacity ratio 
c hsatvap - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaC - total air mass flow rate 
c Output Variables 
c Tout - temperature at outlet 
c Pout - pressure at outlet 
c hout - enthalpy at outlet 
c xout - quality at outlet (if applicable) 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for 2phase section 
c Asup - element superheated area of section 
c A2ph - element 2phase area of section 
c vapor - logical flag indicating vapor inlet to next element 
c twoph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c liquid - logical flag indicating liquid inlet to next element 
c Mass - total refrigerant mass within element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tin,Cair,mdot,cpa,Cref, wlocal,cpv,Cmin, 
& Cmax,G,Re,rev,Tairin,AadivAffC,AffC,U,NTU,area,eff, 
& ecrossflow,Qsup,hout, Tairout, yin, vout, vpt, vpx, volume, 
& L,D, Tout,DelP ,PDspHX,Pout,rho,mass,hsatvap,hpx,lold, 
& Lguess,Lnew,DI,specheat,Cr,implicitNTU,UAold,UAnew, 
& DX,Asup,xout,q2ph,A2ph,Qsub,Asub,coilfactC,DcC,y,y2, 
& TsatP ,areaold,masstotal, Tairouttotal 
Logical vapor,twoph,liquid 
c start forward difference solution 
call TPHint(Pin,hin,Tin) !Determine inlet temperature 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
cref = wlocal * Cpv(Tin,Pin) 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
G = wlocal / (volumelL) ! local mass flux 
Re = Rev(Tin,Pin,G,DinC) 
call UsupCond(Tin,Pin,G,Re,Tairin,mdotaC,DinC,DoutC, 
& FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC, 
& typeC,NsC,LsC,SsC, CFaC,KfmC,KtubeC,Kcntact, U) 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area,cmin,cmax) 
Qsup = eff * cmin *(Tin - Tairin) 
hout = hin - Qsup / wlocal 
Tairout= Tairin + Qsup / cair 
c pressure drop cales. 
yin = VPT(Pin, Tin) 
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call TPHint(Pin,hout,Tout) !approx. outlet T for DelP calc. 
if(Tout .Ie. TsatP(Pin,l.O)) then 
Vout=vin 
else 
vout = VPT(Pin,Tout) 
endif 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC,wlocal,vin,vout,tin,pin,L, 
& rough, 0) 
Pout = Pin - delP 
c Refrigerant mass calcs 
rho = l.Ivpt(Pin,tin) 
Mass = volume*rho 
Asup = Area 
Q2ph=0. 
A2ph=0. 
hsatvap = hpx(Pout,I.dO) 
c check for change to 2phase zone 
if (hout .It. hsatvap) then 
c store universal variable Areaold 
areaold = area 
c guess initial value 
Lold=L 
Lnew= L * « wlocal *(bin - hsatvap)) I Qsup) 
qsup = wlocal * (hin- hsatvap) 
Lguess = -10. 
DL=O.Q1 
c begin I-D Newton Raphson 
do while (abs(Lguess - Lnew).gt. l.d-6) 
Lguess = Lnew 
end do 
c end I-D NR 
cair = mdot*(Lguess/Lold) * cpa(Tairin) 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
NTU = (U * Area*(LguessILold)) I cmin 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area *(LguessILold),cmin,cmax) 
Qsup = eff * cmin *(Tin - Tairin) 
y = hsatvap - (hin - QsupIWlocal) 
Lnew = Lguess + DL 
cair = mdot*(LnewlLold) * cpa(Tairin) 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
NTU = (U * Area*(Lnew/Lold)) I cmin 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area *(LnewILold),cmin,cmax) 
Qsup = eff * cmin *(Tin - Tairin) 
y2 = hsatvap - (bin - QsupIWlocal) 
Lnew = Lguess - y/«y2-y)IDL) 
L=Lnew 
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& 
vout = VPX(Pin, 1.0) 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, Yin, vout,tin,pin,L, 
rough,O) 
Pout = Pin - DelP 
hout = hpx(Pout, l.dO) 
Asup = Area *(LlLold) 
Qsup = Wlocal * (hin-hout) 
mass = rho*Volume*LlLold 
masstotal = mass 
Tairouttotal = Tairout*L 
c solve 2ph section of element 
hin = hout 
pin = pout 
call tpheldwnstmC(hin,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,mdot*( 1-(LlLold)), 
& Lold-L,Area-Asup, Volume*(I-(LlLold)),Aadiv AffC,AffC, 
& coilfactC,DcC,hout,Pout, Tairout,Qsub,Q2ph,Asub,A2ph, 
& Vapor,twoph,liquid,mass) 
endif 
end 
Masstotal = masstotal + mass 
mass = masstotal 
Tairouttotal = Tairouttotal + Tairout*(Lold-L) 
Tairout = Tairouttotall Lold 
A2ph = areaold - Asup 
area = areaold 
L = Lold 
vapor = .false. 
twoph = .true. 
liquid = .false. 
B.I.4 Two-phase evaporator element 
& 
& 
& 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine tpheldwnstmE(hin,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,RHin,mdot,L,Area, 
Volume,Aadiv AftE,AffE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE,Qflux,hout, 
Pout, Tairout,RHout,Qdry,Qsns,Qlat,Adry,Awet, Vapor, 
twoph,mass,MWRel) 
two-phase element forward difference solution 
Written by Derek Harshbarger 
4/3/00 
Input Variables 
hin - enthalpy at inlet 
Pin - Pressure at inlet 
L - length of element 
w - refrigerant mass flow tate 
mdot - air mass flow rate 
Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
area - refrigerant side area of element 
volume - refrigerant volume in element 
AadivAftE - Aair/AfreeFlow for Evap. 
AftE - free flow area for Evap. 
Qflux - flux from last element (for HT coef) 
Intermediate Variables 
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c 
c 
U - element overall HT coef. 
eff - element HX effectiveness 
c cair - air side heat capacity 
c Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
c hsatliq - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaE - total air flow rate for Evap. (used for hair calc) 
c Output Variables 
c Pout - pressure at outlet 
c hout - enthalpy at outlet 
c Qdry - element heat transfer rate for dry section 
c Qsns - element sensible heat transfer rate for wet section 
c Qlat - element latent heat transfer rate for wet section 
c Adry - element dry area of section (ref side) 
c Awet - element wet area of section (ref side) 
c vapor - logical flag indicating vapor inlet to next element 
c twoph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c liquid - logical flag indicating liquid inlet to next element 
c mass - refrigerant mass in element 
c RHout - bulk air relative humidity exiting element 
c MWR - mass of water removed by element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUNLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tin,xin,xhp,Cair,mdot,cpa,G, wlocal, 
& volume,L,xout, Tairin,AaDiv AffE,AffE,NTU, 
& Area,eff,hout, Tairout,DelP ,PD2phACRC, 
& Pout,rhof,rhog,D,muf,mul,mug,muv,wg,Relliurn, Vpx, 
& glintegrate,mass,hpx, wairin,hurnrat,DT ,Afr, 
& coilfactE,Qdry,Qsns,Qlat,Tdew,Tdp,Qflux, 
& DcE, Ts, Tsold,RHin,Z2phdry,Z2phwet,beta, 
& U2phdry, U2phwet,href,hair, ws,u,zref,y,y2,fwet, 
& tainwet,Adry,Awet,Cmin, Tsavg, Tsout, wairout, 
& RHout,hd,le,hfg, wsout,MWRel, Qfluxold,DQ,Qfluxold2 
Logical vapor,twoph 
integer Nintegrate,counter 
call TPHint(Pin,hin,Tin) !Determine inlet ref temperature 
if(hin .ge. hpx(Pin, 1.0)) then 
Xin = 1.0 
else 
xin = xhp(hin,Pin) 
endif 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
G = Wlocal / (volume/L) !local mass flux 
xout = 1.01 *xin !guess for xout to app. U value 
Qdry=O.O 
Qsns = 0.0 
Qlat = 0.0 
wairin = hurnrat(Tairin,Rhin,Patm) 
Tdew = Tdp(Tairin,wairin,patm) 
DT=0.05 
call U2phevap(Tin,Pin,xin,xout,G, Tairin,mdotaE,DinE, 
& DoutE,FinthE,FinPtchE,VtubedistE,HtubedistE,Afr, 
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& Aadiv AffE,AffE,coilfactE,DcE,ARrE, TuberowsE, 
& typeE,NsE,LsE,SsE,CFaE,KfinE,KtubeE,Kcntact, 
& Qflux, U2phdry, U2phwet,Z2phdry,Z2phwet,href, 
& hair,ReDcE) 
call masstrans(hD, Le, hair, hfg, patIn, Tairin, wairin) 
Ts = Tin + .5*(Tairin-Tin) ! inital guess 
c begin I-D NR for Ts 
& 
& 
do while (abs(Ts-Tsold) .gt. I.d-8) !determine inlet surface temp. 
ws =wairin 
enddo 
U=U2phdry 
Zref = Z2phdry 
Y = hair*(area*CoilfactE)*(Tairin-Ts)+ 
hD*( area *CoilfactE)*hfg*( wairin-ws )-Zref* Area *(Ts-Tin) 
y2 = hair*(area*CoilfactE)*(Tairin-(Ts+DT»+ 
hD*( area *CoilfactE)*hfg*(wairin-ws )-Zref* Area *( (Ts+DT)-Tin) 
Tsold=Ts 
Ts = Ts - y/«y2-y)/DT) 
c end NR for Ts 
c check for type of wetted surface 
10 If (Ts .It. Tdew) goto 13 !Fwet condition 
if{Tdew.1t. Tin) goto 11 lone case ofFdry 
c assume fully dry + solve for area 
Tairout = Tdew+Z2phdry*(Tdew - Tin)/(hair*coilfactE) 
Qdry = Cair * (Tairin - Tairout) 
eff= Qdry/ (Cair * (Tairin - Tin» 
NTU = -log{l-eft) 
Adry = (NTU * Cair)/u2phdry 
if «Adry/area) .It. 1.0) goto 12 !Pwet case 
c each specific case of Partially wet, fully wet, and dry are 
c solved by generic dehumidification algorithms for Qdry,Qsns 
c ,Qlat,MWRel 
c Fully dry case 
11 Adry = area 
call drysection(hin,Pin, wlocal,G, Tairin,RHin,mdot,Cair, 
& Volume,Aadiv AffE,AffE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE,Qflux, 
& Tairout,RHout,Qdry,Area) 
goto 16 
c Partially wet case 
12 Qdry = Cair*(Tairin - Tairout) 
rhout = relhum(Tairout,wairin,Patm) 
call Pwetsection(hin,pin, Tdew, wlocal,G, Tairout, Tairout,RHout, 
& mdot,Cair, Volume,Aadiv AffE,AffE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE, 
& Qflux, Tairout,RHout,Qsns,Qlat,(Area-Adry),MWRe1) 
Awet = Area-Adry 
goto 16 
c Fully wet case 
13 Awet = Area 
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call wetsection(hin,pin, Ts, wlocal, G, Tairin, Tairin,RHin, 
& mdot,Cair, Volume,Aadiv AffE,AftE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE, 
& Qflux, Tairout,RHout,Qsns,Qlat,Awet,MWRel, 1) 
c general functions 
16 hout = hin +(Qdry+Qsns+Qlat)/wlocal 
call TPHint(Pin,hin,Tin) !Determine inlet temperature 
G = wlocal I (volume/L) ! local mass flux 
if(hin .ge. hpx(pin,1.0» then 
Xin= 1.0 
else 
xin = xhp(hin,Pin) 
endif 
if (hout .ge. hpx(pin,1.0» then 
Xout = 1.0 
else 
xout = xhp(hout,Pin) 
endif 
Nintegrate = 10 
Delp = PD2phACRC( wlocal,PFrE,DinE,L, Tin,xin, 
& xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pout = Pin - Delp 
c mass cales 
rhof= l./vpx(pin,O.O) 
rhog = l'/vpx(pin, 1.0) 
muf = mul(Tin) 
mug = muv(Tin,Pin) 
Wg = GLIntegrate(xout, xin, rhof, rhog, muf, 
& mug, G, DinE)/(xin - xout) 
Mass = Volume*(rhog*Wg+rhof*(l-Wg» 
c check for zone change 
end 
if (hout .ge. hpx(pout,1.0» then 
vapor = .true. 
twoph = .false. 
endif 
B.I.S Superheated evaporator element 
subroutine supeldwnstroE(hin,Pin, wlocal, Tairin,RHin,mdot,L,Area, 
& Volume,AaDiv AffE,AftE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE,hout,Pout, 
& Tairout,Qsup,Asup, Vapor,twoph,mass,Rhout) 
c Superheated element forward difference solution 
c Written by Derek Harshbarger 
c 8/11100 
c Input Variables 
c hin - enthalpy at inlet 
c Pin - Pressure at inlet 
c L -length 
c wlocal - refrigerant mass flow rate 
c mdot - air mass flow rate 
c Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
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c Area - refrigerant side area of element 
c 2ph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c G - mass flux [lbmlhr - ftA2] 
c Intermediate Variables 
c U - element overall HT coef. 
c eff - element HX effectiveness 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for two-phase section (if any) 
c cair - air side heat capacity 
c cref - refrigerant side heat capacity 
c Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
c Cr - heat capacity ratio 
c hsatvap - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaE - total air mass flow rate 
c Output Variables 
c Tout - temperature at outlet 
c Pout - pressure at outlet 
c hout - enthalpy at outlet 
c xout - quality at outlet (if applicable) 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for 2phase section 
c Asup - element superheated area of section 
c A2ph - element 2phase area of section 
c vapor - logical flag indicating vapor inlet to next element 
c twoph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c liquid - logical flag indicating liquid inlet to next element 
c Mass - total refrigerant mass within element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tin, Cair ,mdot,cpa, Cref, w local,cpv, Cmin, 
& Cmax,G,Re,Tairin,AadivAffE,AffE,U,area,eff, 
& ecrossflow,Qsup,hout, Tairout, yin, vout, vpt, vpx, volume, 
& L,D, Tout,DelP ,PDspHX,Pout,rho,mass,hsatvap,hpx, 
& Cr,Rev,DcE, TsatP ,RHout,RHin,Afr, 
& Asup,xout,coilfactE, wairin,humrat,relhum 
Logical vapor,twoph,liquid 
c start forward difference solution 
call TPHint(Pin,hin,Tin) !Determine inlet temperature 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
cref = wlocal * Cpv(Tin,Pin) 
cmin = mine cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
G = wlocal I (volume/L) ! local mass flux 
Re = Rev(Tin,Pin,G,DinE) 
call Usupevap(Tin,Pin,G,Re,Tairin,mdotaE,DinE,DoutE, 
& FinthE,FinPtchE, VtubedistE,HtubedistE,Afr, 
& Aadiv AffE,AffE,coilfactE,DcE,ARrE, TuberowsE, 
& typeE,NsE,LsE,SsE,CFaE,KfinE,KtubeE,Kcntact,U) 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area,cmin,cmax) 
Qsup = eff * cmin *(Tairin - Tin) 
hout = hin + Qsup I wlocal 
Tairout= Tairin - Qsup I cair 
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c pressure drop cales. 
yin = VPT(Pin,Tin) 
call TPHint(Pin,hout,Tout) !approx. outlet T for DelP cale. 
if (Tout .Ie. TsatP(pin, 1.0)) then 
endif 
Vout=vin 
else 
vout = VPT(Pin,Tout) 
DelP = PFrE*PDspHX(DinE,wlocal,vin,vout,tin,pin,L, 
& rough,O) 
Pout = Pin - delP 
c Refrigerant mass cales 
rho = l./vpt(pin,tin) 
Mass = volume*rho 
Asup = Area 
end 
wairin = humrat(Tairin,Rhin,Patm) 
RHout = RelHum(Tairout, wairin,Patm) 
B.2 Upstream solutions 
B.2.1 Subcooled condenser element 
& 
& 
& 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine subelupstmC(hout,Pout, wlocal, Tairin,mdot,L,Area, volume, 
AadivAffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,hin,pin, 
Tairout,Qsub,Asub,Q2ph,A2ph, Vapor,twoph, 
liquid,mass) 
Superheated element forward difference solution 
Written by Derek Harshbarger 
Input Variables 
Pout - pressure at outlet 
hout - enthalpy at outlet 
w - refrigerant mass flow rate 
mdot - Elemental air mass flow rate 
Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
Area - refrigerant side area of element 
Intermediate Variables 
U - element conductance 
eff - element HX effectiveness 
cair - air side heat capacity 
cref - refrigerant side heat capacity 
Cr - heat capacity ratio 
mdotaC - air mass flow rate for entire HX 
Output Variables 
hin - enthalpy at inlet 
Pin - Pressure at inlet 
Qsub - element heat transfer rate for subcooled section 
Asub - element area of subcooled section 
Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for twophase section 
A2ph - element area of twophase section 
Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
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Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision hin,Pin, Tin,cair,mdot,cpa,Cref, wlocal,cpl,Cmin, 
& Cmax,G,Re,Rel,U,NTU,area,eff,ecrossflow,Qsub,Asub,DcC, 
& Tairin,hout, Tairout, yin, VPT, vout,Pout, Tout,DelP, 
& PDspHX,rho,mass, volume,L,D,Aadiv AffC,AffC, type,coilfactC, 
& Tinnew, Tinguess,dT,y,y2,hpt,a2ph,Lold,areaold,hsatliq,hpx, 
& Lnew,Lguess,DL,implicitNTU,UA,A,Masstotal, 
& Tairouttotal,TsatP,Q2ph 
logical liquid, twoph, vapor 
c start forward difference solution 
call TPHint(Pout,hout,Tout) !Determine outlet temperature 
G = wlocal I (V olume/L) !local mass flux 
Re = Re1(Tin,G,DinC) 
call UsubCond(Tout,Pout,G,Re,Tairin,mdotaC,DinC,DoutC, 
& FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC,type, 
& NsC,LsC,SsC,CFaC,KfinC,KtubeC,Kcntact,U) 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
cref = wlocal * cpl(Tout) 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area,cmin,cmax) 
NTU = U* Area/Cmin 
c begin I-D NR 
Tinnew = Tout*1.001 
Tinguess = -100000. !temporary value 
dT=O.OI 
do while «abs(Tinguess - Tinnew» .gt. l.d-6) 
Tinguess = Tinnew 
enddo 
Qsub = eff * Cmin *(Tinguess - Tairin) 
hin = Qsub/wlocal + hout 
vout = VPT(pout,Tout) 
yin = VPT(Pout,(Tinguess+Tout)/2.) 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, yin, vout,tout,pout,L,rough, 1) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
call Tphint(pin,hin, tin) 
y = Tinguess - tin 
Tinnew = Tinguess + dT 
Qsub = eff * Cmin *(Tinnew - Tairin) 
hin = Qsub/wlocal + hout 
vout = VPT(Pout,Tout) 
yin = VPT(Pout,(Tinguess+Tout)/2.) 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, yin, vout,tout,pout,L,rough, 1) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
call Tphint(pin,hin,tin) 
y2 = Tinnew - tin 
Tinnew = Tinguess - (y/«y2-y)/dT» 
c end I-DNR 
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Asub = area 
Tairout= Tairin + Qsub I cair 
c bin = hinnew 
Qsub = wlocal*(hin - hout) 
mass = volume* l./vpt(Pout, Tout) 
goto 10 
20 bin = hpx(Pin,O.dO) + l.d-12 
c check for zone change 
10 hsatliq = hpx(Pin,O.dO) 
if (bin .gt. hsatliq) then 
c 
Areaold = area 
Lold=L 
Qsub = wlocal *(hsatliq - hout) 
call UsubCond(Tout,Pout,G,Re, Tairin,mdotaC,DinC,DoutC, 
& FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC,type, 
& NsC,LsC,SsC,CFaC,KfinC,KtubeC,Kcntact,U) 
& 
& 
Lnew = Lold*O.5 
Lguess = -10. 
DL=O.l 
Begin 1-DNR 
Do while «abs(Lguess - Lnew» .gt. l.d-5) 
Lguess = Lnew 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, vin, vout,tout,pout,Lguess, 
rough,l) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
cair = mdot*(LguesslLold) * cpa(Tairin) 
crnin = rnin( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
Tin = TsatP(Pin,O.O) 
eff= Qsub/(Cmin*(Tin- Tairin» 
NTU = implicitNTU(eff,CminlCmax,NTU) 
UA = NTU * Crnin 
A= UA/U 
L=AlArea 
y = Lguess - L 
Lnew = Lguess + DL 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, vin, vout,tout,pout, Lnew, 
rough,l) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
cair = mdot*(Lnew/Lold) * cpa(Tairin) 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
Tin = TsatP(Pin,O.O) 
eff= Qsub/(Cmin*(Tin - Tairin» 
NTU = implicitNTU( eff,CrniniCmax,NTU) 
UA = NTU * Crnin 
A= UA/U 
L=AlArea 
y2=Lnew-L 
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Lnew = Lguess - (y/((y2-y)IDL))*0.25 
enddo 
c end I-D NR 
c Check to make sure NR converged to a real value. 
c 
if(L .gt. LaId) pause 'Error in subcooled element. Try Increas 
&ing number of elements.' 
Asub = Area *(LlLold) 
Qsub = wlocal*(hin - hout) 
mass = volume*(LlLold)*l.Ivpt(Pout,Tout) 
Masstotal = mass 
Tairout = Qsub/Cair + Tairin 
Tairouttotal = Tairout*L 
solve 2ph section of element 
hout = bin 
pout = Pin 
call tphelupstmC(hout,Pout, wlocal, Tairin,mdot*( l-(LlLold)), 
& Lold-L,Area-Asub,Volume*(l-(LlLold)),AadivAffC,AffC, 
& coilfactC,DcC,hin,Pin, Tairout,Q2ph, 
& A2ph,Qsub,Asub, Vapor,twoph,liquid,mass) 
endif 
Masstotal = Masstotal + mass 
mass = masstotal 
Tairouttotal = Tairouttotal + Tairout*(Lold-L) 
Tairout = Tairouttotal / Lold 
A2ph = areaold-Asub 
Area = areaold 
L=Lold 
vapor = .false. 
twoph = .true. 
liquid = .false. 
end 
B.2.2 Two-phase condenser element 
subroutine tphelupstmC(hout,Pout, wlocal, Tairin,mdot,L,Area, Volume, 
& Aadiv AffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,hin,Pin, Tairout,Q2ph, 
& A2ph,Qsup,Asup, Vapor,twoph,liquid,mass) 
c two-phase element forward difference solution 
c Written by Derek Harshbarger 
c Input Variables 
c Pout - pressure at outlet 
c hout - enthalpy at outlet 
c L - length of element 
c wlocal - refrigerant mass flow rate 
c mdot - air mass flow rate 
c Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
c area - refrigerant side area of element 
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c volume - refrigerant volume in element 
c Aadiv AffC - Aairl AfreeFlow for Condo 
c AffC - free flow area for condenser 
c Intermediate Variables 
c U - element conductance 
c eff - element HX effectiveness 
c cair - air side heat capacity 
c Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
c hsatliq - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaC - total mass flux for condenser (used for hair calc) 
c masstotal - cumulative mass for element 
c tairouttotal- temp value to determine element outlet air temp. 
c Output Variables 
c hin - enthalpy at inlet 
c Pin - Pressure at inlet 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for 2phase section 
c Asup - element superheated area of section 
c A2ph - element 2phase area of section 
c vapor - logical flag indicating vapor inlet to next element 
c twoph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c liquid - logical flag indicating liquid inlet to next element 
c mass - refrigerant mass in element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tout,xin,xhp,Cair,mdot,cpa,G, wlocal, 
& volume,L,xout, Tairin,AaDiv AffC,AffC,U,NTU, 
& Area,eff,Q2ph,hout, Tairout,DelP ,PD2phACRC, 
& Pout,rhof, vpx,rhog,D,muf,mul,mug,muv, wg, 
& glintegrate,mass,A2ph,hpx,Lold, 
& Lguess,Lnew,DL,specheat,UAold,UAnew, 
& masstotal,tairouttotal,coilfactC, 
& DcC,Areaold,y,y2,Pinnew,pinguess,dp,hsatvap,Tin, 
& hpt,tsatP,UA,A,Asup,Qsup,PsatT,Tintemp 
Logical vapor,twoph,liquid 
integer Nintegrate 
c start forward difference solution 
Nintegrate = 50 
call TPHint(Pout,hout,Tout) !Determine outlet temperature 
if(hout .ge. hpx(pout,O.O)) then !ensures func call against small errors 
xout = xhp(hout,Pout) 
else 
Xout= 0.0 
endif 
if (xout . gt. O. )then 
xin = 1.01 *xout !guess for xin 
else 
xin = 0.01 
endif 
G = Wlocal I (volume/L) !local mass flux 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
call U2phCond(Tin,xin,xout, G, Tairin,mdotaC,DinC, 
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& DoutC,FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC, 
& typeC,N sC,LsC,SsC,CFaC,KfmC,KtubeC,Kcntact, U) 
NTU = (U * Area) / cair 
eff= 1 - exp(-NTU) 
30 tintemp = Tout !assumes Tout = Tin 
Q2ph = eff *Cair*( Tintemp - Tairin) 
hin = (Q2phlwlocal) + hout 
hsatvap = hpx(Pout,l.O) 
if (hin .gt. hsatvap) goto 40 
c begin 1-D NR 
Pinnew = Pout 
Pinguess = -100000. !temporary value 
DP = 0.1 
do while «abs(Pinguess - Pinnew» .gt. l.d-6) 
Pinguess = Pinnew 
xin = xhp(hin,pinguess) 
Delp = PD2phACRC(wlocal,PFrC,DinC,L,Tin,xin, 
& xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
y = pinguess - Pin 
Pinnew = Pinguess + DP 
xin = xhp(hin,pinnew) 
Delp = PD2phACRC(wlocal,PFrC,DinC,L,Tin,xin, 
& xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
y2 = pinnew - Pin 
Pinnew = Pinguess - y/«y2-y)IDP) 
enddo 
c end I-DNR 
Tin = TsatP(Pin,xin) 
c checks tin = tout assumption 
if«Tintemp.It. Tout*0.99) .or. (Tintemp .gt. Tout*l.Ol»then 
Tintemp = Tin 
goto 30 
endif 
A2ph= area 
Tairout= Tairin + Q2ph / cair 
c mass cales 
rhof= l./vpx(pout,O.O) 
rhog = l./vpx(pout, 1.0) 
muf= mul(tout) 
mug = muv(tout,pout) 
Wg = GLIntegrate(xout, xin, rhof, rhog, muf, 
& mug, G, DinC)/(xin - xout) 
Mass = Volume*(rhog*Wg+rhoflc(l-Wg» 
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c 
c check for change to subcooled zone 
40 if (hin .gt. hsatvap) then 
c store universal variable 
Areaold = area 
Lold=L 
c inital guess for NR 
Lnew=L * 0.5 
Lguess = -10. 
c 
& 
DL = 0.01 
Begin I-D NR 
Do while ((abs(Lguess - Lnew» .gt. 1.d-6) 
Lguess = Lnew 
DelP = PD2phACRC(wlocal,PFrC,DinC,Lguess,Tout,1.0, 
xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
hin = hpx(Pin, 1.0) 
Q2ph = wlocal * (hin - hout) 
Tin = TsatP(Pin, 1.0) 
eff= Q2ph/(Cair*(Tin - Tairin» 
NTV = -log(1-eft) 
VA = NTV * Cair 
call V2phCond(Tout, 1. O,xout, G, Tairin,mdotaC,DinC, 
& DoutC,FinthC,FinPtchC,VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC, 
& typeC,N sC,LsC,SsC, CFaC,KfinC,KtubeC,Kcntact, V) 
& 
A=VA/V 
Y = Lguess - Lold*(A / Area) 
Lnew = Lguess + DL 
DelP = PD2phACRC(wlocal,PFrC,DinC,Lnew,Tout, 1.0, 
xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
hin = hpx(Pin, 1.0) 
Q2ph = wlocal * (hin - hout) 
Tin = TsatP(Pin, 1.0) 
eff= Q2ph/(Cair*(Tin - Tairin» 
NTV = -log(1-eft) 
VA = NTV * Cair 
call V2phCond(Tout, 1.0,xout,G, Tairin,mdotaC,DinC, 
& DoutC,FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC, 
& typeC,N sC,LsC,SsC, CFaC,KfrnC,KtubeC,Kcntact, V) 
A=VA/V 
y2 = Lnew - Lold*(A / Area) 
Lnew = Lguess - y/((y2-y)/DL) 
enddo 
end 1-D NR 
L=Lnew 
A2ph = Area *(LlLold) 
Q2ph = wlocal*(hin - hout) 
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& 
Wg = GLIntegrate(xout, 1.0, rhof, rhog, muf, 
mug, G, DinC)/(1.0 - xout) 
Mass = Volume*(LlLold)*(rhog*Wg+rhof'l'(l-Wg» 
Masstotal = mass 
Tairouttotal = Tairout*L 
c solve superheated section of element 
bin = hpx(Pin, 1.0) 
c 
hout = bin 
pout = Pin 
call supe1upstmC(hout+ 1.,Pout, wlocal, Tairin, 
& mdot*(1-(LlLold) ),Lold-L,Area-A2ph, 
& Volume*( l-(LlLold) ),AaDiv AffC,AffC,coilfactC, 
& DcC,hin,Pin, Tairout,Qsup,Asup,mass) 
endif 
Masstotal = Masstotal + mass 
mass = masstotal 
Tairouttotal = Tairouttotal + Tairout*(Lold-L) 
Tairout = Tairouttotal / Lold 
Asup = areaold-A2ph 
set values for global set 
Area = areaold 
L=Lold 
vapor = . true. 
twoph = .false. 
liquid = .false. 
end 
B.2.3 Superheated condenser element 
& 
& 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
subroutine supelupstmC(hout,Pout, wlocal, Tairin,mdot,L,Area, Volume, 
AaDiv AffC,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,bin,Pin, Tairout, 
Qsup,Asup,mass) 
Superheated element forward difference solution 
Written by Derek Harshbarger 
Input Variables 
Pout - pressure at outlet 
hout - enthalpy at outlet 
L -length 
wlocal - refrigerant mass flow rate 
mdot - air mass flow rate 
Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
Area - refrigerant side area of element 
2ph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
G - mass flux [lbm/hr - ftA2] 
Intermediate Variables 
U - element conductance 
eff - element HX effectiveness 
Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
cair - air side heat capacity 
cref - refrigerant side heat capacity 
Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
Cr - heat capacity ratio 
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c hsatvap - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaC - total air mass flow rate 
c Output Variables 
c Tout - temperature at outlet 
c bin - enthalpy at inlet 
c Pin - Pressure at inlet 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Asup - element superheated area of section 
c Mass - total refrigerant mass within element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tin,Cair,mdot,cpa,Cref, wlocal,cpv,Cmin, 
& Cmax,G,Re,rev,Tairin,AadivAffC,AffC,U,NTU,area,eff, 
& ecrossflow,Qsup,hout, Tairout, yin, vout, vpt, vpx, volume, 
& L,D, Tout,DelP ,PDspHX,Pout,rho,mass,hsatvap,hpx, 
& specheat,Cr,implicitNTU,hsat,htemp,Cpvap, 
& Asup,xout,coilfactC,DcC,y,y2, 
& TsatP ,binguess,hinnew, 
& dh,hpt 
Logical vapor,twoph,liquid 
c start forward difference solution 
call TPHint(Pout,hout, Tout) !Determine outlet temperature 
G = wlocal / (Volume/L) !local mass flux 
Re = Rev(Tout,Pout,G,DinC) 
call UsupCond(Tout,Pout,G,Re,Tairin,mdotaC,DinC,DoutC, 
& FinthC,FinPtchC, VtubedistC,HtubedistC,AfrC, 
& Aadiv Affc,AffC,coilfactC,DcC,ARrC, TuberowsC, 
& typeC,N sC,LsC,SsC,CFaC,KfmC,KtubeC,Kcntact, U) 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
Cpvap = Cpv(Tout,Pout) 
cref = wlocal * Cpvap 
cmin = min( cair,cref) 
cmax = max( cair,cref) 
eff= ecrossflow(U*Area,cmin,cmax) 
c Tin calculation uses ideal gas approx. 
end 
Tin = (wlocal*Cpvap*Tout-eff*Cmin*Tairin)/(wlocal*Cpvap-eff*Cmin) 
Qsup = eff* (Cmin*(Tin - Tairin)) 
bin = Qsup/wlocal + hout 
yin = VPT(Pout, Tin) 
vout = VPT(pout,Tout+l.d-12) 
DelP = PFrC*PDspHX(DinC, wlocal, yin, vout,tout,pout,L,rough,O) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
Asup = area 
Tairout= Tairin + Qsup / cair 
rho = l.Ivpt(pout,tout+ l.Od-12) 
Mass = volume*rho 
B.2.4 Two-phase evaporator element 
subroutine tphelupstmE(hout,Pout, wlocal, Tairin,Rhin,mdot,L,Area, 
& Volume,Aadiv AffE,AffE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE,Qflux,hin, 
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& Pin, Tairout,RHout,Qdry,Qsns,Qlat,Adry,Awet, Vapor, 
& twoph,mass,MWRel) 
c two-phase element forward difference solution 
c Written by Derek Harshbarger 
c Input Variables 
c Pout - pressure at outlet 
c hout - enthalpy at outlet 
c L - length of element 
c wlocal - refrigerant mass flow rate 
c mdot - air mass flow rate 
c Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
c area - refrigerant side area of element 
c volume - refrigerant volume in element 
c Aadiv AffC - Aairl AfreeFlow for Condo 
c AffC - free flow area for condenser 
c Intermediate Variables 
c U - element overall HT coef. 
c eff - element HX effectiveness 
c cair - air side heat capacity 
c Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
c hsatliq - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaC - total mass flux for condenser (used for hair calc) 
c masstotal - cumulative mass for element 
c tairouttotal - temp value to determine element outlet air temp. 
c Output Variables 
c hin - enthalpy at inlet 
c Pin - Pressure at inlet 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Q2ph - element heat transfer rate for 2phase section 
c Asup - element superheated area of section 
c A2ph - element 2phase area of section 
c vapor - logical flag indicating vapor inlet to next element 
c twoph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c liquid - logical flag indicating liquid inlet to next element 
c mass - refrigerant mass in element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin,xin,xhp,Cair,mdot,cpa,G,wlocal, 
& volume,L,xout, Tairin,AaDiv AftE,AftE,NTU, 
& Area,eff,hout, Tairout,DelP ,PD2phACRC, 
& Pout,rhof,rhog,D,muf,mul,mug,muv, wg,RelHum, Vpx, 
& glintegrate,mass,hpx, wairin,humrat,DT,Afr, 
& coilfactE,Qdry,Qsns,Qlat,Tdew,Tdp,Qflux,wairout, 
& DcE, Tslead,Tsleadold,RHin,Z2phdry,Z2phwet,beta, 
& U2phdry,U2phwet,href,hair,ws,u,zref,y,y2,fwet, 
& tainwet,Adry,Awet,Cmin, Tsleadavg, Tsleadout, Tout, 
& RHout,hd,le,hfg,wsout,MWRel,Qfluxold,DQ,Qfluxold2 
Logical vapor,twoph 
integer Nintegrate,counter 
call TPHint(pout,hout,Tout) !Determine outlet reftemperature 
if (hout .ge. hpx(pin,l.O)) then 
Xout = 1.0 
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else 
xout = xhp(hout,Pout) 
endif 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
G = Wlocal / (volume/L) !local mass flux 
xin = 0.99*xout !guess for xout to app. U value 
Qdry= 0.0 
Qsns = 0.0 
Qlat= 0.0 
wairin = humrat(Tairin,Rhin,Patm) 
Tdew = Tdp(Tairin,wairin,patm) 
DT=0.05 
call U2phevap(Tout,Pout,xin,xout,G, Tairin,mdotaE,DinE, 
& DoutE,FinthE,FinPtchE, VtubedistE,HtubedistE,Afr, 
& Aadiv AffE,AffE,coilfactE,DcE,ARrE, TuberowsE, 
& typeE,NsE,LsE,SsE,CFaE,KfinE,KtubeE,Kcntact, 
& Qflux, U2phdry, U2phwet,Z2phdry,Z2phwet,href, 
& hair,ReDcE) 
call masstrans(hD, Le, hair, hfg, patm, Tairin, wairin) 
Tslead = Tout + .5*(Tairin-Tout) ! inital guess 
c begin I-D NR for Tslead 
do while (abs(Tslead-Tsleadold) .gt. l.d-8) !determine inlet surface temp. 
ws = wairin 
U=U2phdry 
Zref = Z2phdry 
Y = hair*(area*CoilfactE)*(Tairin-Tslead)+ 
& hD*(area*CoilfactE)*hfg*(wairin-ws)-Zref* Area*(Tslead-Tout) 
y2 = hair*( area *CoilfactE) *(Tairin-(Tslead+ DT) )+hD*( area 
& *CoilfactE)*hfg*(wairin-ws)-Zref* Area*«Tslead+DT)-Tout) 
Tsleadold = Tslead 
Tslead = Tslead - y/«y2-y)/DT) 
enddo 
c end NR for Tslead 
c check for type of wetted surface 
10 If (Tslead .It. Tdew) goto 13 !Fwet condition 
if{Tdew.1t. Tout) goto 11 lone case ofFdry 
c assume fully dry + solve for area 
Tairout = Tdew+Z2phdry*(Tdew - Tout)/(hair*coilfactE) 
Qdry = Cair * (Tairin - Tairout) 
eff= Qdry/ (Cair * (Tairin - Tout)) 
NTU = -log(1-eft) 
Adry = (NTU * Cair)/u2phdry 
if «Adry/area) .It. 1.0) goto 12 !Pwet case 
c each specific case of Partially wet, fully wet, and dry are 
c solved by generic dehumidification algorithms for Qdry,Qsns 
c ,Qlat,and MWRel 
c Fully dry case 
11 Adry = area 
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call drysection(hout,Pout, wlocal, G, Tairin,RHin,mdot, Cair, 
& Volume,Aadiv AftE,AffE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE,Qflux, 
& Tairout,RHout,Qdry,Area) 
goto 16 
c Partially wet case 
12 Qdry = Cair*(Tairin - Tairout) 
rhout = relhum(Tairout, wairin,Patm) 
call Pwetsection(hout,pout, Tdew, wlocal,G, Tairout, Tairout,RHout, 
& mdot,Cair, Volume,Aadiv AffE,AftE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE, 
& Qflux,Tairout,RHout,Qsns,Qlat,(Area-Adry),MWRel) 
Awet = Area-Adry 
goto 16 
c Fully wet case 
13 Awet = Area 
call wetsection(hout,pout, Tslead, wlocal,G, Tairin, Tairin,RHin, 
& mdot,Cair, Volume,Aadiv AffE,AftE,Afr,coilfactE,DcE, 
& Qflux, Tairout,RHout,Qsns,Qlat,Awet,MWRel,O) 
c general fUnctions 
16 hin = hout -(Qdry+Qsns+Qlat)/wlocal 
if (hin .Ie. hpx(pin,O.O» then 
Xin= 0.0 
else 
xin = xhp(hin,Pin) 
endif 
Nintegrate = 10 
Delp = PD2phACRC(wlocal,PFrE,DinE,L,Tout,xin, 
& xout,G,Nintegrate) 
Pin = Pout + Delp 
c mass caIcs 
rhof= l./vpx(pout,O.O) 
rhog = l./vpx(pout,1.0) 
muf= mul(Tout) 
mug = muv(Tout,Pout) 
Wg = GLIntegrate(xout, xin, rhof, rhog, muf, 
& mug, G, DinE)/(xin - xout) 
Mass = Volume*(rhog*Wg+rhof"'(I-Wg» 
if (Xin .eq. 0.0) pause'Error predicting 2ph evap zone!' 
end 
B.2.5 Superheated evaporator element 
subroutine supelupstmE(hout,Pout,wlocal,Tairin,RHin,mdot,L, 
& Area, Volume,AaDiv AffE,AffE,coilfactE,DcE,hin,Pin, 
& Tairout,RHout,Qsup,Asup,mass, vapor,twoph) 
c Superheated element forward difference solution 
c Written by Derek Harshbarger 
c Input Variables 
c Pout - pressure at outlet 
c hout - enthalpy at outlet 
c L -length 
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c wlocal - refrigerant mass flow rate 
c mdot - air mass flow rate 
c Tairin - temperature of inlet air 
c Area - refrigerant side area of element 
c 2ph - logical flag indicating 2-phase inlet to element 
c G - mass flux [lbmlhr - ftl\2] 
c Intermediate Variables 
c U - element overall HT coef. 
c eff - element HX effectiveness 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c cair - air side heat capacity 
c cref - refrigerant side heat capacity 
c Lguess - guess value for length in NR solution 
c Cr - heat capacity ratio 
c hsatvap - saturated vapor enthalpy 
c MdotaC - total air mass flow rate 
c Output Variables 
c Tout - temperature at outlet 
c hin - enthalpy at inlet 
c Pin - Pressure at inlet 
c Qsup - element heat transfer rate for superheated section 
c Asup - element superheated area of section 
c Mass - total refrigerant mass within element 
c Initialize variables 
Implicit None 
Include 'EQUIVLNT.INC' 
Double precision Pin,hin, Tin,Cair,mdot,cpa,Cref, wlocal,cpv,Cmin, 
& Cmax,G,Re,rev,Tairin,AadivAffE,AffE,U,NTU,area,eff, 
& ecrossflow,Qsup,hout, Tairout, yin, vout, vpt, vpx, volume, 
& L,D, Tout,DelP ,PDspHX,Pout,rho,mass,hsatvap,hpx, 
& specheat,Cr,implicitNTU,hsat,htemp,Cpvap, 
& Asup,xout,coilfactE,DcE,y,y2, wairin,humrat, 
& TsatP ,hinguess,hinnew,Afr,RHin,RHout,relhutn, 
& dh,hpt 
Logical vapor,twoph 
c start forward difference solution 
call TPHint(Pout,hout,Tout) !Determine outlet temperature 
wairin = humrat(Tairin,rhin,Patrn) 
G = wlocal / (VolumelL) !local mass flux 
Re = Rev(Tout,Pout,G,DinE) 
call Usupevap(Tout,Pout,G,Re, Tairin,mdotaE,DinE,DoutE, 
& FinthE,FinPtchE, VtubedistE,HtubedistE,Afr, 
& Aadiv AffE,AffE,coilfactE,DcE,ARrE, TuberowsE, 
& typeE,NsE,LsE,SsE,CFaE,KfmE,KtubeE,Kcntact, U) 
cair = mdot * cpa(Tairin) 
Cpvap = Cpv(Tout,Pout) 
cref = wlocal * Cpvap 
cmin = min( cair,cret) 
cmax = max(cair,cret) 
eff = ecrossflow(U* Area,cmin,cmax) 
c Tin calculation uses ideal gas approx. 
Tin = (efl"'Cmin*Tairin-wlocal *Cpvap*Tout)/( eff*Cmin-wlocal *Cpvap) 
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Qsup = eff * (Cmin*(Tairin - Tin)) 
bin = hout - Qsup/wlocal 
vin = VPT(Pout,Tin) 
vout = VPT(Pout,Tout+1.d-12) 
DelP = PFrE*PDspHX(DinE, wlocal, yin, vout, Tout,Pout,L,rough,O) 
Pin = Pout + DelP 
Asup = area 
Tairout= Tairin - Qsup / cair 
rho = l./vpt(pout,tout+ 1.0d-12) 
Mass = volume*rho 
RHout = relhum(Tairout, wairin,Patm) 
c check for zone change 
end 
hsatvap = hpx(pin, 1.0) 
if (hin .Ie. hsatvap) then 
vapor = .false. 
twoph = .true. 
endif 
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Appendix C 
Refrigerant comparison for humidity control 
Cl Introduction 
This appendix provides details on an analysis of two different refrigerants. Specifically, 
R-22 and R-41OA are evaluated on their ability to control indoor humidity with variable speed 
compressors and blowers. The differences are then explained in detail. 
The simulation utilizes the split system model that contains the equations to simulate 
sensible and latent loads for a house (Andrade, 1999). Andrade extensively analyzed the R-
410A system with respect to humidity control issues. These simulation results compare to 
Andrade's results to R-22 simulation results for the same alc system and house. Both 
simulations are for a 3-ton split system using a scroll compressor and a thermostatic expansion 
valve (TXV). Fin and tube heat exchangers are simulated. The system geometry, which is 
optimized for R-41OA, was assumed to be unchanged in the R-22 simulation. The compressors 
are simulated for the respective refrigerant using curve fits for power and mass flow rate 
supplied by the manufacturer (Andrade, 1999). The R-22 simulation runs all incorporate a 
"medium" house construction, as assumed by Andrade. The medium house construction is 
characterized by an ASHRAE (1993) formula that defines the amount of air infiltration. 
For simplicity, the graphs and data shown are all run at 75° F indoor temperature, 80° F 
outdoor temperature, and 70° F outdoor dew-bulb temperature. Also the blower flow rate is set 
at 1200 cfm, which is approximately 400 cfm per nominal ton of capacity. This is a very 
demanding condition for providing comfort, due to the combination of high latent and low 
sensible loads. 
C 2 Humidity control 
C.2.1 System results 
In order to explain the differences between the two refrigerants, the evaporator must be 
carefully analyzed. When looking at the simulation results, the refrigerant temperature is 
misleading. Under all simulated conditions, the refrigerant temperature is slightly cooler in the 
R-22 system. This could lead to the conclusion that the R-22 system removes more humidity 
from the air. 
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Figure C.l : Average evaporating temperature comparison 
Figure C.l shows that the R-22 system has a lower refrigerant evaporating temperature 
than the R-4l0A system. The figure shows nonnalized compressor speed along the x-axis, 
which reflects a crude method of simulating a variable speed compressor by proportionally 
adjusting flow rate and power. The evaporating temperature shown is the average between the 
inlet and outlet refrigerant saturation temperatures. 
Instead of the refrigerant temperature, it is the fin temperature that provides the driving 
force for the humidity condensation. Figure C.2 plots the evaporator fin temperature at the inlet. 
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Figure C.2: Average fin temperature comparison 
As the plot shows, the fin temperature for the R-22 system is wanner at all compressor 
speeds. This occurs because ofthe higher heat transfer coefficient for R-41OA, even though the 
refrigerant temperature ofR-22 is colder. 
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The house equations of the model allow the calculation of an equilibrium indoor 
humidity. Figure C.3 illustrates the effect of these lower fin temperatures on the equilibrium 
indoor humidity. Note that, the values of humidity exceed the 60% upper limit of the comfort 
range due to the climate conditions simulated (ASHRAE 1993). 
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Figure C.3: Indoor humidity comparison 
If the interaction between the refrigerant, pipe wall, fins, and air is examined, the reason 
for the warmer fins can become apparent. Since the dehumidification rate is a function of the fin 
temperature, the two refrigerant conditions are slightly different. The only substantial difference 
between the refrigerants is the two-phase heat transfer coefficient. 
Table C.1: Blower flow rate effects at low compressor speeds 
R22 R410A 
Compressor 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
speed multiplier 
Blower flow rate 1500 600 1500 600 
[cfm] 
Indoor RH [ - ] 0.68 0.61 0.67 0.61 
EER [BtU/hr - W] 12.7 14.6 13.2 15.1 
When the compressor is running at half-speed, modulating blower flow rate reveals no 
significant differences between refrigerants. When changing blower flow rate, EER changes the 
same amount for each refrigerant. There is a small difference in humidity control. The 
difference is only noticeable over the range 600 to 1500 cfm, where the R-22 system relative 
humidity rises 1 % of relative humidity more than the R-410A system. 
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C.2.2 Two-phase heat transfer coefficient 
The two-phase heat transfer correlation consists of two terms. The two terms are for 
convective and nucleate boiling contributions. The convective term uses the liquid heat transfer 
term. 
The liquid heat transfer equation uses the following equation, C.1. 
h kliquid 0.8 * 04 liquid = 0.023 *--0 * Reliquid Pr' Eq. C.1 
R-22 has a lower thermal conductivity, k, than R-410A, the fluid properties ofR-22 lead 
to a lower Prandtl number when compared to R-410A. Also, the fluid properties in the R-22 
system results in a smaller Reynolds number, even thought the mass flow rate is higher. The 
diameter, D, is identical in the two cases. As a result, the liquid convection heat transfer 
coefficient ofthe R-22 system is lower by approximately 30%. 
Xtt = C: x r * .551{Pr }492 Eq. C.2 
The following equations are used for the convective boiling heat transfer calculation. 
Equation C.2 is the modified Lockhart-Martinelli parameter, where x is the quality at a given 
point. Equation C.3 is the correlation for the convective boiling calculation. Pr is the ratio of 
saturation to critical pressure. 
hcb = hliquid * (1 + 1.925 * X tt -0.83 ) Eq. C.3 
In order to calculate the convective boiling contribution, the liquid heat transfer 
coefficient is multiplied by a modified Lockhart-Martinelli parameter. The Lockhart-Martinelli 
parameter is a function of quality and reduced pressure. The inlet quality of the R-22 system is 
about 10% lower than the R-410A system. Also, reduced pressure is approximately 50% lower 
in the R-22 system. The lower quality and lower reduced pressure leads to a lower Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter. Due to the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter being raised to the negative 
power, the multiplier of the liquid heat transfer coefficient is larger in the R-22 system. The 
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effect is not enough to offset the larger liquid heat transfer coefficient and therefore the 
convective heat transfer is smaller in the R-22 system. 
Equation Co4 is the correlation for the nucleate boiling term. MW is the molecular weight 
and P r is the reduced pressure. 
hnb = 55 * MW-Q.5 * Qt1ux 0.67 * Pr 0.12 * (-loglO(Pr )t°.55 Eq Co4 
The nucleate boiling term is a function of the heat flux, molecular weight, and reduced 
pressure. The heat flux is approximately 16% lower in the R-22 system. The molecular weight 
ofR-22 is 8604 while R-410A is 97.6. As explained for the convective boiling case, the reduced 
pressure is smaller in the R-22 system. The result is a smaller nucleate boiling heat transfer 
coefficient for R-22. 
The overall refrigerant heat two-phase heat transfer coefficient is determined by equation 
C.S. Since both terms are smaller in the R-22 system, the overall term is smaller. The overall 
heat transfer coefficient is then integrated over the entire two-phase range of the evaporator to 
obtain the average. 
{, 2.5 2.5 \7i.5 
hoverall = \hcb + hnb J ~ Eq. C.5 
C. 3 Capacity issues 
Once the simulations were complete, the observation was made that the R-22 system had 
a lower capacity than the R-410A system. The two systems operate at the approximately the 
same evaporating and condensing temperatures. Using the evaporating and condensation 
temperatures for each system, the compressor maps predict that the R-22 compressor would have 
a larger capacity. The compressor map indicated a 3% larger capacity for the R-22 system when 
compared to the R-410A system. The simulations indicated that the R-22 system had about a 3% 
smaller capacity. 
Upon further inspection, the contradiction in capacity can be explained. The compressor 
map is constructed from data acquired from a specific testing apparatus. The testing 
configuration is such that the pressure drop to and from the heat exchangers is negligible. Since 
pressure drop can be neglected, the evaporating and condensing temperatures actually represent 
the saturation pressures across the compressor. 
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In an air conditioning system, the piping that connects the heat exchangers to the 
compressor does not have negligible pressure drops. Because the compressor mass flow rate and 
power are determined by the pressure difference across the compressor, the compressor map 
needs to be calculated from the saturation temperatures immediately before and after the 
compressor. Due to the pressure drop in the suction and discharge lines, the saturation 
temperatures before and after the compressor are different from the evaporating and condensing 
temperatures. Therefore, when analyzing a system, the pressure drop needs to be accounted to 
correctly use the compressor map. 
The computer simulation accounts for pressure drops in the suction and discharge lines. 
The pressure drops associated with these lines are incorporated into the saturation temperatures 
that are used to calculate mass flow rate and power from the compressor map. The compressor 
inlet saturation temperature is used as the evaporating temperature in the compressor map. 
While the compressor outlet saturation temperature is used as the condensing temperature. On 
average, the R-22 system inlet saturation temperature resulted in a value 2°P below the R-410A 
system. The R-22 outlet saturation temperature averaged 4°P higher than the R-410A system. 
The higher saturation temperature difference in the R-22 system indicates R-22 compressor is 
required to compress across a higher-pressure difference. 
Both compressors perform at a lower capacity due to the pressure drop. The R-22 system 
loses approximately 4 psia from the evaporator to the compressor and has an evaporating 
pressure of about 90 psia. The pressure drop in the R-410A system averages to be 3 psia, while 
the evaporating pressure is 150 psia. Due to the slope of the vapor pressure curve, the effect of 
dropping 4 psia from 90 psia is greater than dropping 3 psia from 150 psia. The larger pressure 
difference across the R-22 compressor has enough affect to decrease its' capacity below that of 
the R-410A compressor. 
Using the correct values of saturation temperature in the compressor map, the simulation 
capacity predicts within 3% of the compressor map. The end result is an R-22 system with a 
smaller capacity than the R-41 OA system, which is due to the larger effect of pressure drop in the 
R-22 system. 
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C. 4 Conclusions 
The R-22 system simulation results in humidity removal performance essentially 
identical to R-410A. Under normal blower flow rates, the R-410A system has an indoor relative 
humidity lower than the R-22 system. The differences are at most 0.5% and at least 0%. Even 
though the refrigerant temperatures would lead to slightly better performance of the R-22 system, 
the higher heat transfer coefficient ofR-410A produces the opposite result. The contributors to 
the slightly degraded performance ofR-22 are the thermal conductivity, molecular weight, 
reduced pressure, and Prandtl number. Also, the Reynolds number is lower in the R-22 system 
which effects the heat transfer coefficient calculations. 
Pressure drop plays an important role in the system capacity. The larger pressure drop in 
the R-22 system forces the compressor to operate with different operating pressures. These 
different pressures are reflected in the saturation temperatures that are used by the compressor 
map. Because of the pressure drop, the capacity in the R-22 system is decreased below that of the 
R-410A system. 
One idea that needs to be noted in this analysis it that the geometry was optimized for the 
use ofR-41OA. This could partially explain the poorer humidity control and capacity ofthe R-
22 system. 
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AppendixD 
Irreversibility calculations for alc systems 
D.l Introduction 
Both first and second law analysis methods help the designer to create designs that are 
more efficient. First law analysis methods, such as COP, illustrate the system efficiency. 
Second law analysis details component level efficiencies in addition to the system information. 
The component level information allows the determination of the most appropriate subsystem to 
optimize. In order to determine the components potential for increased energy efficiency, a 
second law analysis was performed on each component of an alc system. 
The system analyzed in this discussion is a 3-ton capacity split system. The system's 
refrigerant is R410A and the heat exchangers are finned tube with a louver design. The 
simulation is fixed at a constant 95°F outdoor temperature and 80°F indoor temperature. The 
indoor humidity is at either 21 % or 51 % relative humidity, depending on ifthe evaporator is dry 
or wet. 
To understand the basic process, the dry evaporator case is analyzed first. The power 
requirement for the system is 10980 Btu/hr. The compressor, condenser fan, and evaporator 
blower are 2584, 438, 196 Watts, respectively. The ideal Camot cycle would use 1000 Btulhr to 
perform the same cooling task. The difference of 9980 Btulhr between the actual and the ideal 
cycles is the amount of energy dissipated as irreversibility. Figure D.1 shows the system 
irreversibility in normalized terms. The normalized value is the amount of irreversibility divided 
by the system capacity. 
To properly analyze the components of the alc unit, the control volumes must be 
explicitly defined. Following the control volumes were defined by Bridges and Bullard in an 
unpublished manuscript (1994), the heat exchangers and surrounding environments are 
completely enclosed within their respective control volumes. 
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From these control volumes, availability balances are performed. Electrical energy is 
pure availability. (i.e. one Watt of electrical power is one Watt of availability) However, flow 
availability, 'l', is defined as i1'l' = 8h- To*i1s. The final form of availability is due to heat 
transfer. The heat transfer availability is amount of work an ideal Camot engine could extract 
across the given temperature difference given infinite heat sinks. 
In order to simplify the analysis a proper dead state, To, must be selected. The dead state 
selected for this analysis is the ambient outdoor temperature. This is a logical choice because it 
is the largest thermal reservoir that interacts with the control volumes. 
The entire system and subsystems are illustrated in Figure D.3. Each component will be 
discussed in detail. 
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D.2 Condenser 
Basing the analysis on the primary outdoor control volume yields insights to the 
irreversibility of the condenser as an entire unit. In order to determine the effects of other modes 
of availability destruction, the secondary control volumes are used. 
The condenser destroys 2568 BtuIhr of availability. This calculation ignores the kinetic 
energy of the air stream (which accounts for 0.12 Btufhr) and the ability to recover work from 
the hot air exiting the condenser. Both streams of availability are considered unrecoverable. The 
amount of destroyed availability includes the 668 BtuIhr of electrical input to the fan unit, which 
is destroyed in motor friction, fluid friction, etc. 
To determine the amount of availability destruction caused by the finite temperature 
difference, control volumes for the air and refrigerant streams are used. Figure D.4 shows the 
availability for both the refrigerant and the air streams. By conserving the availability ofthe two 
streams, the destruction across the finite temperature difference is shown. 53%, or 1370 Btufhr, 
is destroyed by the temperature difference. Worthwhile to note is that the availability transferred 
to the air is eventually destroyed too, when the air mixes with the ambient environment. In a 
perfect heat exchanger, the availability lost from the refrigerant is gained by the air stream. To 
perform perfect heat exchange, either the two streams must be at the same temperature or the 
airflow rate must go to infinity. A tradeoff of increasing the flow rate would increase both the 
fan power requirement and the availability losses due to kinetic energy. 
f-----1~. i1 \}lair = 530 
i1 \}IreF 1901l\.l--_-I ..... 
... 
~ __________ ~~---1~. I=1370 
Figure D.4: Condenser irreversibility due to finite i1T [Btu/h] 
D.3 Dry evaporator 
The control volume analysis for the dry evaporator is the same for the condenser. The 
total destruction of availability is 3414 BtuIhr, of which 1495 BtuIhr is due to the electrical 
power required by the blower unit. The total value includes the availability destruction from the 
cool air mixing with the indoor environment. 
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Using the secondary control volume around the air and refrigerant streams shows the 
irreversibility due to the temperature difference. Figure D.5 shows that the refrigerant loses 3414 
Btulhr of availability by absorbing energy. The air stream gains only 1652 BtuIhr of availability 
in the form of cooled air. Therefore, 1762 Btulhr is irreversibly destroyed. 
1----1 .... L\\}'air= 1652 
I----I~. 1=1762 
~------------------~ 
Figure D.5: Dry evaporator irreversibility due to finite L\T [Btu/h] 
According to the Equation D.1, for a Camot refrigerator only 885 BtuIhr is required to 
maintain the air at the indoor temperature of 80°F. Therefore, the air theoretically requires 885 
Btulhr of the actual 1652 BtuIhr. The remaining amount of availability, 767 Btulhr, is used to 
cool the air below the indoor room temperature. The additional required availability is destroyed 
from mixing with the remaining air in the indoor room. 
(:/1- To/)= -31833 Btu (l_554.67°RI )= 884.7 Btu 
\ ITi hr \ 1539.67°R hr Eq.D.1 
1).4 C7olnpressor 
From the system design perspective, the most appropriate method to reduce compressor 
irreverisibilities is to reduce the temperature difference across the system. Reducing the 
temperature lift allows the compressor to reduce the power-input requirement. This, in tum, 
reduces the irreversibility. 
1).5 Wet evaporator 
The purpose of the alc system is to maintain the user comfort. User comfort is not only 
temperature, but also humidity. Since alc units have both temperature and humidity constraints, 
the previous analysis ofthe dry evaporator is insufficient for a complete understanding. 
Besides the additional effect of removing humidity, there are different properties of the 
wet evaporator system. The system capacity is larger by nearly 15%. The evaporating 
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temperature has increased by 6 degrees, while the condensing temperature is just 2 degrees 
higher. The result is a lower temperature lift across the two heat exchangers. 
Due directly to the higher system capacity, the minimum power requirement is higher. 
Now 1016 Btulhr of power is needed, as calculated in the same manner as Equation D.l. 
Figure D.6 illustrates the process of humidity removal and the effects on availability for 
each stream. The total irreversibility is lower than the dry evaporator case, showing that process 
of humidity removal assists the evaporator efficiency. The net gain of availability to the indoor 
air is 1732 Btulhr. The total gain ofthe water is 345 Btulhr of availability. Finally, due to the 
higher evaporating temperature, the refrigerant availability change is lower than the dry case. 
These factors culminate into a lower destruction of availability. 
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Figure D.6: Wet evaporator availability transfer from refrigerant to air and water [BtuIh] 
Concealed within the water availability, an interesting process occurs. The inlet water 
vapor separates into two streams, condensed water and remaining water vapor. The condensed 
water stream initially enters as vapor. It is then cooled until condensation occurs. The cooling 
and condensing of the water increase the availability by 682 Btulhr. When the inlet water vapor 
starts to condense, the partial pressure of the remaining vapor decreases. The reduction in the 
partial pressure is due to constraints in both total pressure and conserved mass. Because of the 
reduction in pressure, the entropy of the vapor increases. Therefore, the disorder of the water 
vapor is increasing and decreasing its availability. The decrease in partial pressure offsets any 
effects from decreasing temperature. The total availability loss of the water vapor is 338 Btulhr. 
When the water vapor and condensed water are combined into one availability term, the 
individual availability components are added. The result for the water stream is a gain of 334 
Btu/hr of availability. 
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The air stream obtains a significantly large portion of the refrigerant availability. 
Because more of the provided availability is transferred to the streams in the wet case, the 
availability destruction is less. While the air is cooled less in the wet case, the gain in 
availability is greater than the dry case. An important factor in this phenomenon is that the air 
increases partial pressure due to the decrease of partial pressure of the water vapor. 
D.6 Condenser fan optimization 
In order to determine the optimum condenser fan flow rate, the second law analysis was 
repeated for various fan speeds. Because condenser flow rate is changing, the capacity is 
changing. Therefore, the values are normalized with respect to the system capacity. From the 
simulation, the minimum system irreversibility is at 2700 cfm. This also corresponds to the 
maximum COP. In order to calculate the fan power requirement, cubic fan laws were used. 
While the overall irreversibility minimizes at 2700 cfm, the components each exhibit 
individual trends. The condenser minimizes irreversibility at 2400 cfm. The irreversibility 
rapidly increases as the flow rate is increased due to the cubic fan laws increasing the power 
requirement. The compressor decreases irreversibility as the flow rate increases because the 
condensing temperature is decreasing and allowing the compressor to operate at a lower 
temperature lift. The irreversibilities in the lines and evaporator both slightly decrease as the 
flow rate is increased. The cumulative result is the optimal 2700 cfm flow rate. Table D.I 
shows a cross-section of the various flow rates. 
Table D.1: Optimizing condenser air flow rate for wet evaporator 
Air flow rate [cfm] 
Irreversibility 
[(Btu/h)/(Btu/h) ] 2000 2700 3400 
ItotaI/Qcond 0.287 0.278 0.283 
Icond/Qcond 0.080 0.079 0.088 
Icomo/Qcond 0.068 0.063 0.061 
(lIines + Ivalve) IQcond 0.034 0.031 0.029 
Ievao/Qcond 0.105 0.105 0.105 
Qcond [Btu/h] 35969 36539 36831 
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